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SPEAKING OF DIDI. S 
CH TER I 
t · RODUCTJ'.ON 
P es of history are filled with th recording .of man ' s  mov ment 
from an ea of lesser opportunity to one with a more favorable environ-
ment for security and happin. ss. d for a people 'Wi th b ckground of 
recent , non .. eedentary life, the Dakota tao we·re lured (i• <l>ne sense of 
th& word anyvay) t-oward "greener paatves 1 1  like countless ages of people 
have been . One might even ay in an over-all gesture that the under­
lying epitome of great many of man ' s  migrations is v•sted in freedom , 
i . e. , the desire to not only have the bi.lity to move 1 but to praotiet 
it ..iso. And seemingly natural, the tU-ge to be tter oneeelf too has 
been present in all age and among all peoples ; end almost usu.redly 9 
it  lways will be. 1 
In.variably, ho111ev•er, the problem of a non-settled person in a:ny 
<:emmuni ty is oftentimes a perplexing one - particul�ly with respect 
to bio-cul tural differences. hough not a foeused concern of this ex� 
position , any bene-v--ol nt agencies intereGted in social welfare re 
confronted with an irulistingu.ishabl.y dual problem of relieving ne cl 
without prejudice and protec ting their cownunities against exploitation. 
Consequently ,. the needy · · grant (particularly the Indian) iA American 
life may �ell find himself a virtual outcast, not only from his own 
1Pbilip E. Ryan , M1lifa1;ion an1i social Welfare , P• 2 , 
S ge Foundation, New York 1�,Q;. esell 
pa.rent oup for f'orsa ng s ""g, meinso ttu affiliations ,
2 but be­
cause the migrant is not yet a le·gally•qualified resident of  the new 
c-ommunity. In spit of th unfor .seeable ohorteomings which any migrant 
may aneount-er, however , ·igra tion has be ·n ·- essential pax·t of American 
life . It till is ;  and who kno s, it ma oon reach the height of 
inter•planetar level. 
· gra-tion is virtually 1mpo sible · thout hum interaction. 3 
en two or more people e.onu unicat an odif" one another • 'behavior• 
social int�raction is t ng lac e .  nd since the writer presup es 
that h an interaction is indispensi'ble to social ch g (which i 
direc ti:onal 1n thi ·Case ) , migra. tion is being considered a one 0£ the 
mediums of social change . Consequetltly, all the effects of mi.gra.tio.n. 
which involve eontact be consid red, as in som d gree , products 
of interac tion . And it ie this product which make mi�ation in pa.rt -
though onl in partif. -- sociological proble ., 
2
charl s • Loami and J.  _ · 1an egle t 
P•  784, rentice-Hal.l. , lac . , New York, 19.51. 
3.Donald R. Taft , Human ?-t�g,:atioa, P•  1?8, The Ronald Press 
Company , New York• 1936 . 
l+ Taft , loc . cit. ---- -
CHAPTER Xl 
CONSIDERATlC F MIGRATION DIFFERifflTIA.LS 
Migration, a. a social phenomen.on, receives one of the earliest 
explicit t:reatments by Thuc7dides.5 rincipa.lly , he luas made seve·ral 
stetements oonc-eming the history of Attiea which ut perhaps worth 
notiAt h that ,  (l)  a stable·, sedentary population is n.eeeesary tor the 
a.cewnulation of large amounts of capital. ; (2 )  the habit of moving from 
place to place mq be aequirea. as res.ult cf historical processes ; (3) 
the richest territories are most eubjee t to change of population ; ( 4) 
civil d.isor·ders dev•lop concom:itantly with the inc.reaee· of capital; (5) 
refugees freq,uently bring great advantages tt the eountnes that receive 
) 
·. 6 tbem ; e.nd (6 the population mEq increase by slow ac-oretio•. from without. 
Throughout the history of social scienc·e ree arch 1 the mode of 
self-observation has repeateily evolved through the dealings with ever 
new problems of social changes. Consequently, social science· has 
attemptedly develop.ed. into a primarily empirical ,. quantitat.ive ad 
policy-related method of inquiry.? Subsequently , t.bese three trait 
have grown together in ec.ntinuing st:t14y of upcornillg ways of life. 
5n. E. Barn s and H• hcker, �cial �heuet from Lore to Science ,· 
P•  167 , D. c- Heath and Company, New York ,, 1938;- - - - · · · 
&,o__ 1 · -� ... �.ues, , oc . c1. ·" •  
1Daaiel Lerner 1 The B� . . ea.rdn& 2f !!:!, Soc�al: Sciences, P•  19, 
Me.ridan Books , Inc. , New York• 1959. 
4 
In the social aeienees then , particularly sociology, research 
tends to eente.r upon certain fields when ttproblemen arise ,  0crises 11 
develop , or other soeietal anomalies occur. There is an advantage in 
these oc,currence.s in th t they do bring to foous an irrunediate ooncera. 
A disadvantage , however , exists i.n the validation of  many of theee 
in.sights which is usually difficu.lt , if not 1 possible , because the 
phenomena studied are "unusua.1. 118 
The contemporary concern with the phenomenon of internal mi.gra­
tion in the United States is perhaps a ease in point ; not until bene­
volent or malevolent effects of internal migration became ma.gnitudinal 
did the resea,che.rs converge . Consequently • erican sociologists have 
not always been interested in internal migration.ti; .  'They have 1 before 
this. however , been primarily interested ia igration , perhaps mainly 
because Uncle am was. Up to the middle of the last decade , immigration 
was a popular situation which exhibited both push and pul.1 factors. 
Immigr ti.on ho•wed the diverse cul t:ural bae.kgrounds represented , the 
personal and social characteristics of the incoming group , and their 
process of fasi.ag with the dominant group. Only reeently then, social 
scientists perhaps r•tl.eot  a beginning interest · a  internal migratioa. 
Particularly attracting attention. toward the phenc enon of internal 
migration was the depression period of 1929 - 1939. 9 
8 
Do:,othy 
Bulletin 4:; , 1 ,  
9waiter 
31 , Sp ncer 
Vol. 19 t 
In G rmany and in other .ope.an countries , the reali.za.tion o 
eypothetical ill effects of urbanization came to their attention long 
before the turn of the century. 10 Their studies encountered push and. 
pull effeets which the city . d e&untr ar a$ had relative to each 
other. In addition , social soi ntists there have studied outlays of 
its population to newer countri e. 
5 
In Am$rioa , the interest in internal rnigr tion se m d to co ence 
with the Ne ro popw. tion , particularly during th war period . Begin­
ning in 1917 , the stream of Negro migrants was swelle-d to an uaheard-of 
p:roportion.11 Subsequently , sociologists have afforded attention to 
this area only in the p t few decades . To su.m up the factors which 
induced im..terest in migration within these United States during the 
recent pa.et , cne eould. mention such things s w • fall of birth rates 
in some ar as , drought , industrial depression , e te • 1:1:homas has also 
&uggested. that depression migrations have seemingly attract d the most 
attention ; that it has also stimula ed research into its incidence and 
ciassifieation. 12 
The Memorand.Wl of Thomas was neatly organized into sections re-
garding selected migration fferentials such as : age• sex, family 
statu , physical hea.lth,  mental health, intelligence ,  oceupat·ion 1 and 
motivation and assimilation. Co1us.equentl1 , from r vi wing her studies, 
lOTh · t  · om s, !R.• .=!...• 
ll Thomas , loc . cit. - ...,._ 
12 i Thom· s ,  2.£• !...!• ·t • 134. 
6 
it  can be generalized that the volume and direction of  internal ,nigra• 
tion is a function of a number of variables, the va.ri bles also not 
being independently isola.ta'ble. 13 
Ryan , 14 in his presentation , eays that flloss of employment is 
probably the greatest single foroe resulting in the movement of persons 
from one comr:rnmi ty to another .• n As can be determined from Byan • a dis,.. 
Cllssion , the problem of the non-settled person in a new communi ty would 
be a perplexing one . For the Indian migrant .  it  would be a problem for 
the social welfare admini:stra.tora1 ,  the tribal council , and the Bv-eau 
o· f  Indian Affairs. Each of these ageacies can per:bap.s alee defensively 
deny services to these ty-pes of people , consequentl7 impressing the 
to the migrant ' s  n·eede is perhaps understandable ;  but it is inconsistent ,  
however, with the attitudes prevailing when manpower i,s required fer 
community growth and deYelopment .  
T.aeuber
15 mentions a basic generalization that losses i n  rural 
areas has been from farms ; that during the 25 years between January 1 ,  
1920 and January l ,  19i.5, there was an average net rural-urban migration 
of about 600,000 civilians per year. 
13 Thomas, ioe .  cit. - -
14:ayan , !Ee• eit. , P •  13,., 
15 Conrad Ta.euber , 0Recent Trends of Rtt.ral•Urban 1graticm. in the 
United States , "  Poetwa.r Probl�ms 2£ Mi.gration , P• 124 , Milbank Memo;rial 
Fund , New i&rk, 1947. 
Ha.u$er and dridge,
16 in the same vein, have. this to say ; 
The volume and direction of' internal migration and the· 
growth of cities are a function of a numb.er of variables -­
.none of which are subject to rigorous control. '.rhey are deter­
min d by such factors as long time trends in our economy and in 
economic opportunity ; fluot.uations in the business cycle ;  
change in political and social organization ; changing modes, 
fo\lkways ,. and attitudes ; regional and urban11111rural differentials 
inl fertility and mortality ;  immigration ; and, of course ,  trends 
in total population growth. 
? 
omewbat similar to thia writer ' s  approach, Hauser and Eldridge 
stress the point that in the realm of human affairs, the safest and 
frequently the only way of foretelling the future lies in an analysis 
of the past.  d like the writer, they analyz·e ''historical patterns" 
by which urban centers grew with internal population movements.17 
Regarding the write� • s  particular area, Hauser and E::t.dridge 
predicted that the rural-urban migration will continue. Other predio• 
tions included these : that the rate of urban growth will be dampened 
by the decline in the growth of the total population and the Nation J 
th.at regional differentials in urban growth will continue for some 
time,  with more r pid development in the South and West than in the 
North ; and that cities in the North will reaeh points of stability or 
even population decline in advance of cities in the South aJ1d West. 
The general assumption which ae ·eroed to underlie all these projections 
was that no sudden change would occur i� the economic development, or 
in the social and political orgardzatioa . 
16 
Philip M. Hauser and pe T. Eldridge, "Pro j ectio.n 
Growth and Migration to Cities in the United States, " Po twar 
2£ · • S:  tion, P • 1.59, Mi1bank Memorial Fund, New York, 1947. 
17Ha:user, l.oc . cit. 
,d Urban 
Problems 
8 
18 Thompson ba a monograph cone rnin internal migration. It  is 
one in a series of 13 sponsored by th Social .. ,eien.ee lleseareh Council-. 
rhe Social 1cience ReGearch ouncil sought to stimulate the study of  
the effects on various social institutions resulting from the depression 
period, This partioular monograph (number four) briefl surveyed the 
ideas and facts related to depression migration and to indicate knowl-
edge gaps . artieularly interesting to this riter ere the social 
implic tions resulting from the development of the divi ion of labor d 
the improvement in transportation and communication.1
8 
Through mgra• 
tion , social consequence resulting from differences · n language •· race ,  
oust·oms, standards o f  living, attitudes toward go'V'ernment , education . 
and many o ther cultural differences made a re-integr tion of communit7 
li£e difficult -- especial.ly for an Indian migrant in this ease.
19 
Lively and Taeuber so have some interesting view regarding 
in tern.al migration. heir study was un,d.ertake:n to provide a better 
understandin · o f  the extent and nature o f  rural population movements 
and of the relation of these movements to such significant sooial and 
economic factors as : quali t 'f of land, e.oonomic status , population 
owtll , depression • drought , unemployment , and the .need for public work 
programs and relier.
20 
Like this writer is attempting to do , they 
18 arren .s. Tho peon , Research l· emorandum on Internal Mi£ation 
!! the Depression , :P·• 5 , Social Science search Co®cil , New Yo�k, 1937. 
19Ibid. , P • 7• 
20a. E. Liv ly ,  d onrad aeuber , 
Sta ee , P • 133 , U • • Government Printing 
1939. 
_- e:ation !!!_ th United 
· ashing ton • D. C. , 
9 
examined the association of selected f c tors with the defined phenom non 
.of intern 
secured f ·  
migration. Mobility histories o f  about 22 ,000 f " lies were 
rural areas in Iowa, Kentucky- , Maryland, North Carolina, 
North Dakota , Ohio , and South Dakota. 
The two foregoin authors seemed to be reserved about ,stating 
\l'hether migration s· rves as a general panaeea fol" the problems of rural 
areas . They would seem to favo.r a sort of guided migration , in combin­
ation with reduc d birth r tes and improv·ement of general socio ... 
economic conditions of a widespread rural destitution.
21 
t the other end of the migration phenomenon (destination ) , 
Hawley says that the gro th of the m tropolitan population has been one 
of the most conspicu.:ous features of po ul ti-on move ent in the United 
S � tates dtll"ing the first half of the 20th Century : 
• • •  in contrast to the 40% of th total :population which 
was classified as urban in 1900, the 168 metropolitan areas in 
1950 contained .56% of the nation ' s  population , or about 86 
million people . 
In this eame line , the urban center of pid City , South Dakota 
23 has experienced the hosting of about 4 , 000 Indi.an 1igrants. 
Artiehoker • a bulletin suggests a number o·f :reasons why so many IndJ.an 
people have migrated to Rapid Ci ty . Among these are : 
21uvely ,  loo .  cit.  -- -
mployment , 
22 Amos H. Hawley , � _ banging Sb .pe !! etrol)!litan America, 
P• l ,  The Free ress . lencoe , Ill.inois , 1955. 
23Jobn 
48, South DakOt 
1956. 
tichoker • Jr .• 1 lndian of South Dakot , Bulletin 67-A, 
Department of Public Instruction , -Pierre, · outh Dakota,. 
lO 
proximity to relatives at the Sieux Sanatorium , adventure , anti an attrac­
tion toward the lif of other pe.ople ·who had preceded them. 
The writer ha also reviewed. the interesting ma.nu cript prepared 
by Frank Lovrich, and though the text ·did not concentrate -on a:n:y specific 
factors associated with migrating Indians •  the contri'bution gained from 
the en.pt was valuable.  Hi thesis covered the later stage of social 
interaction , similation.
24 
Regardi his brief ention of migration, 
Lcvrioh seemed to believe that high w: es 1 steady work• and the demand 
for labor brought Indian people to Rapid City. 
Another notable and larger volume was that prepared by Lewie 
Ke:riam and t ff. Of the eight sections co»t.a.ined in the book, the 
siltth one (Migrated Indians) was of partieular interest to this WJ>iter.25 
Thie section seemed to very aptly deal with the seeminglJ still• 
existing., socio-eccH1omic difficulties which the Indian migrant enco'Qt.l• 
te·Fs. The• epitome of the sectional presentation emed to warrant 
national attent1on26 as one of Meriam •s  recorded Indian quotes seemed. 
to reit rate : 27 "N-o way to make a living on the reservation. "  
24 Frank Lovrich, !!!! similatien !£. � ;Indian !! Bapid Citz: : 
a thesis, University cf South 1952 • 
. 
25Lewis Meriam and staff , The Proble� 2! Indian Admi.nistratio11, 
PP• 667•?'t-2, The John Hopkins Press, Bal.timor • Maryland, 1928. 
Z61b1d. t P •  668. 
27tbid. , P • 736. 
11 
CHAPFER III 
THE RESEAJ CH PROBLEM 
The writer has o-bserved and also taken part in the impressive 
phenomenon cf human migration from his own reservation . Of great 
easenc in the memory of the writer is the movement aw of many of hi 
elo·se friends. s sentiment-stirring phenomenon becomes unfaded due 
to the fac t that the writer himself is a migrant iis a.lee perh ps a. 9,�aei• 
!!, vivo observer. Another wa:, to state this would be ta say that he 
28 
as t :'.ng part in Weber ' s  operation verstehtD• Repeated accounts of' 
someone having l ft nearly always containing the phrase wana iglaka 
tl&e (meaning in Dakota r
1moved for good nowtt ) a.lso re.mains a part of 
memory. 
Consequently • the general problem of this thesis wa.s to study 
eome of the fa.etor-s associated with the migration of Indian i.ndividuala 
from the reservation settin.g. Particularly though, the problem was to 
study the selected factors which might be associated with the migration 
of lndian individuals from th� r-e-servation setting and to comp re them 
with those of the non-migrant in hopes of clarifying some of the con• 
di tions le ding to migration. 
Subsuming the statement of  Sell tiz and associate 
29 th t theories 
provide an important guide for the direction of empirical research by 
28
Nichola s. Tima.eheff , sociological Theorz:, P• 174, Doubled� 
and Company , Inc . • Gard.en City , ew York,  1955., 
29claire Sell. tiz and aesoeiates , Res:earch Methods in _· ocial 
ela.tiona 1 P• '4-92 , Henry olt and Compa.ny , Inc , . New York-;-1§1;0. 
pointin to areas which are likely to be fruitful , the writer then 
sought to employ a concept of Bo ans under which �o operat • Ii8ma1us 
classified two types of social ohange , 30 social di integration and 
aoeial conflict, The first type was chosen as relevant in t s e se • 
.Reco izing that the individual and his society a.re never indep-$ndent 
of one another • Homans utilized Durkheim' s ooncept of a.nomie:,l for 
•aldng a statement of social disintegration : 32 
• • •  it was aarked b7 the small number of aotivities in 
hich individuals ccllaborate, by the low degree of contact 
between individuals, and by a lack of control by the group 
over its members . 
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Finally, Homans knitted together the concept under wbich the 
writer was intending to opera.te in his study. Combined with the ttlack 
of cont.rol t " the S,Ubgrou:p (the Indian people of this study) also come 
into contact with the larger society of whieh it is a pa...-t .. Therefore , 
the writer set up a hypothesi.s which would permit ''fruitful. results , '" 
particularly lending attention to the factors which play a part for the 
Indian group in question ae it comes inte contact wi th the larger 
society .  The hypothesis is : there a.re significant differences ex:i ·ting 
between the non-migrant and the while-leaving mi.grant. Sub-bJ'pothe es 
concerning the select d differentials a.re those regarding : (l )  ar!roUUt 
of dueation, (2) sex status , (3)  amount of Indian b1ood 1 (4) number of 
30aeorge c. Homans , !!! Hu.man Gro!i>• P• 336 , Harcourt , Br ce , ud 
Cempani, N$W York , 1950. 
}lRobert K. · erton , . oei l Theory !!!,! .$oeial St_ru.oture , P•  161. , 
The . ee ress, Glencoe, Illinois, 1957 . 
32 . ' Bomar.us, !?E• c:i. t . , P •  3}7 • 
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children , (5)  veteran status , (6 ) amount of lan· , {? ) job ualification , 
( ) amount of on-reserv ti.on kinship ties , (9 )  amount of off-reservation 
kinship ties , and (J.O) choice of spouse . These specific sab•h1potheses 
shall be presented under the sec tion • amination of Vari bles .. 
Reasons for the �tudy 
There are several condi tions which would seem to indicate the 
perpetuation of  the Indian reservation . Outstanding ones are :  ( 1 )  the 
paternalistic nature of the Bureau of Indian Affairs , (2)  the apparent 
need of the Indian people for go•ernmental services as such,  and (3}  
the necessit of a differing social group s the Lo er Brule Indian 
people to have an area in which. to practice its patterns of life . 
However , because of the dynamic forces of human interac tion :from 
outside the reservation (concomitant with seeondary cha.noes of socio­
g·eograp.bic isolation ) operating on a once ,  self-sustaining social system , 
the ve· y existence of the reservation a.�pears shortened by time owing 
to an inundating and dominant white society . 
It  is therefore assumed that general social and economic forces 
will eontinual.ly oper te to 1mpe1 migration of Indian individuals from 
the reservation settin to peripheral areas. Consequently , the Indiml 
Service can perhaps profit by becoming cognizant or the associative 
factors of migration for thes two main reasons : (l )  such evi.dential. 
data should help to furnish t e basis for modific· tion and development 
of better gover ent l policies and (2) these new policie can better 
be ade to so serve the migrated Indian in his adjustment and eetab• 
lisbment in different social environment . 
1 4 9 7 5 9  
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The Lower Brule Sioux Tl"ibal Counoil t planning an important 
effort tc relocate and re-establish its eommtmity as a consequence of  
floo·ding by the g Bend Dam proj.ec t , may , alo.ng wi th o ther closely 
concerned 
study . 
encies , profit t.lu--ough the indications derived from t s 
rom the view of  the guest communi ty ,  several outstanding 
difficulties m • arise as determinants of "Indian problems. n For one 
thing, there ar considerable numbers of Indians who are movin off 
the reservations , and because it is consensually believed. that the 
Indian is of a lower level of socio-economic status , there ap ars to 
be a general attitude o f  off-reservation superiority . In addition , the 
Indian population in questiQt1 is attract d toward industrial centers 
where the change in social environment is oftentimes crucial. 
Finally , it  se tti·s aprcpo to reiterate John. Collier ' s  seventh 
principle regarding hie service to Indian people : 33 • • • that research 
and then mor research is easential to the program, that in the ethnic 
field, research can be mad• a tool of action e eential to all other 
tools, indeed , th t it ought to be the master tool . n 
ea and Period of Time Considered 
The ea being considered in t is study is that t ,rritory which 
is described by the United tate De.p tment of Interior as the Lower 
33Jolm Collier , Indians of the erica-G t P• 156 , The New American 
Libr , ew York , 1948. 
· - -
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Brule Sioux Indian Reservation. It lies in the central por-tion of South 
Dakota on the , ,est bank of the Missouri River , and about 25 mile 
southeast of Pien-e • . South Dakota and 20 miles northwest of Chamberlain , 
South Dakota. , (See Figure 1 )  
The period of  time being considered dates from 1900 through 1960 
b cause thi is the period during wbieh most of the respondents appeared 
to have left the res rvation • . This is shown by the migration trend 
polygon in Figure 2. , 
Method of Data. Collection and Comp0si tion of Samples 
Th.e n ,  enclature for migratlts and nQn-migrants was obtained from 
the Lower Brule Indian Tribal office. , The rolls kept 'by the people at 
this office only included the qualified. . Ho.wever, . not a.11 of the 
enrollees were included in each sample. , Specifically , . the writer 
utilized the 'two sets of voting lists of those living off the re$erva• 
tion and those living en tbe reservation. The people were both male 
and female individuals not leas than 2J. years of age. 
The method of data oolleetion w s through mailed questionnaires 
and through the help of th tribal aecretary•treasurer and trib.a.l 
cle:rk. . The first questionnaire for the off ... reservation group {Appendix 
A) had an accompanying letter with personally sit,sned sign.a.tu.res by the 
writer and his thesis advisor,. Mention was made of the fact that they 
vere already once approached (with a pre-test) with a similar questio.a• 
11 ire .  The i portance of the data which they would supply was spelled. 
out in the letter , i . e ., , 1.mpertant for the tribe 1 for th Big Bend Dam 
.-. 77 W. 
R. 75 W. 
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program , and for !mo ledge in gen ral . It was al o s t  te t at there 
as no ae d for their identification ( in hopes of receiving more 
replies) -- unle s they themselves desir d to identi fy themselves. 
elf-addressed · d stamped env lope was enclo ed for th m.  
The a cond follo -up questionn ire h d a modification ( Appendix 
B) in ho es of  removin a possible b rier of confusion for those who 
wer not familiar with (or dread.ed) fractions. Siace most of  the Indi 
p·eople deal in fourths , the questions ref erring to lood (n bers six 
and nine ) ere left open ; uestion 11 , referring to yeus of ducation 
a also left open . The second mailing , it was hoped , ould permi t 
tho not ccustomed to numbers to reply . It  is doubtful,  how ver , 
whether these questions really made t} at much ' fferenc because a 
noticeable increase in the return was not observed -- thou h t · is 
not a conclu ive specnll.ation. 
he third follow-up (with the same fe.rm used in the s -cond.) only 
included tho e people whose addresses were definitely established. 
However , the writer wrot a personal note on the trib r,eport which 
he sent along ( the i ter being the trib council viee•chairm ) to 
those whom he kn w. 
The writer ' s  me thod of deter inin who to nd a follow-up 
ue tionnaire to was coo plish d by deducing from t e info tion , 
hieh  they upplied 1 their · e ,  children , kinship ti a ,  nd tow. 
d sinee ost individuals were not · thout rel tiv s on or off the 
reserva t on w om the n-i ter knew, it wa ssibl to identify them. 
nly about t ee individu ls re in unid ntified. 
l.9 
Th a.cquire.d mailing list was composed of 306 enro1lees. 
&wever, ot this oup , 10 wer immedie:te.ly disqualified because they 
never lived on the reserve . Then of the remaining 296 migr.ants , 62 
were net capable of being located due to incomplete or out-of-date 
addresses. The final wor ng group was then composed of 234 people. 
, d of this group, 170 (or 73:%) of them returned their questionnaires. 
It is evident that -the answers solieitea were not of an 
attitudinal nature, but ere eas ntially of recall facts - faets which 
pplied. to the migrants at the time cf their leaving •- and not 
information whieh was controversial in any way. l'he information ob­
t iaed for the non-.mig�ants was relative to their present status. 
This was compiled by the tribal secretary-trea$urer and olerk. The 
non-migrant sample was composed of 144 (or 88%) et the 164 q,ual1fie4 
people. A que-stionn.aire !or them is oon ta.ined in 1\ppendix c •. 
Operatioaal Definitions 
The term "mi ·atiQn" eh.all be defined as a voluntEU7 , physical 
movement of Indian individuals,, regardless of ge , from the reaervati-on 
settin,g -(including the seven relooatees who replied).  However. th term 
'''tnigrant" shall be defined as any Lcwer Brule Indian indltidual who ts 
not less than 21 years ot a.ge and has remained off the reservation for 
not lees tllan one year. 
r he Edwar<is Classifi-cation ystem referred to by Thom.as3
4 
shall 
be used to define "occupation. "  
The method used by the . partment of Interior to classify the 
Indian individuals by a.mount of Indian blood in terms of fraction, 
shall be used to d fine "Indian blood. " 
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:For this paper 1 "social changen shall be defined as the trans­
migration of the patterns of  interaction, sentiment, and activity in a 
social system. 35 A "sGdal systemn shall be d fined as when individual 
fcrm a complex of interact:ions and activities with each other more than 
with others, thus engendering an internal set of sentiments.36 
Likewise , ttiat ractiont' �1 be defined as one individual ' s  mental 
activi ty being stimulated by another ' s ;  nsentimenttt sh.all be d fined as 
the social attitudes and soc · a.1  values w · ch an individual posses es ; 
and 0a.ctivity" shall be defined. s physical ovements by an individual .31 
Concordant with the forego:u1g definitions, an °attitude 0 shall 
be d tined as .me:atall.y, predispoeition to preceive, feel • perform, and 
think toward some thi.ag in relation to it - most usually direc:ted at 
social values.38 And 0social valuesn shall be defined as mentall.7, 
predisposed prioe tags of ar·tifact-s or raentifaete •• usually the objects 
of social attitudes .J9 
35The writer • s own. definition involving Homans • conceptual schem • 
36Homans, !R,-• ei t. , lh 87. 
}? lbid. t PP• 34, 37 t t.uui 38. 
:;8Theodore H • . Neweoaib• Soci- l Fe;c�olo&t. ;pp. ll.6-u9. The Dryden 
Press , New York, 1950. This definition is somewhat modified by the 
writer. 
-'9Thie ie the writer ' s  own definition,  
21 
Finally , and "internal sys tem'' shall be defined as a social 
system wherein sentiments are engendered ; and an nexternal systemt1 
shall be regarded as condi tioned by the environment  and making up the 
total social aystem .
40 
The external system is to be thought of as 
group behavior which enables the group to survive in its environment .  
The internal system , then , i s  to b e  thought o f  a s  group behavior which 
engenders sentiments as a result of  the individual member ' s  lives 
together. 
4o 
Homans , .;;!• � • , P• 110. 
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C "  , 'l'ER IV 
CONCNPTUAL SCH!ME 
an ,  aa an a.nimal t is bo th mobile and social. Consequently , the 
ooneeptual. framework under which this circwnseribed study of migration 
is claiming aegis is t at of eooial change . And by choice , the func• 
tioaal concept of a social system �- and its paradigmatic elements -• 
will be based upoa the discuesion by George o. Homans i
41 
In sociology, we tend to wander all ovet' our material ; 
we never quite kno,w what we are talking about at any part1C• 
ular moment. '?he reason is not that we are incc:unp�te.nt 1 but 
that we ha:1/e no device for firlag our attention. 
A claesificati,on of this particular ·. " nd ( the cone pts 
sentiment t ao ti •i ty , and in tera.c tion ) mq help U$ to exten• 
sionuiz,e , that is,, to go behind the big words and phrases so 
C()mmon ia this field to the actua1 observations to which they 
refer. We do not want tc get ri,d of  the big words but to 
give them underpinnings .  to show their relation, through con­
eepts of a lower degree of abstraction , to the things we se.e 
and hear in human behavior. Interaction , sentiment .  and 
activ-ity are such low-order eoneepts. 
The writer considers interaction as the cardinal elem,ent in 
Homans ' conceptual scheme . Reg�ding social ehaage, it is considered. 
indispensible.  Consequently, the writer sought the employment oi  this 
conceptual element to e'Omplemen.t the measurement o.f social change 
through migratiC>n.+ Translating thi.s element of  interae tion into a 
working bypothesis which could be empiricall.1 tested , th.e writer set 
up the following postulation that : the while•1ea.ving migrants have 
2, 
eei-tain ch act&ristics bo t them which ar I not only significantly 
di.ff r at from th non� i ant • but that the .e cbaract ri tic also 
tak p t in leading th to o,eially int�r ct ith the off ... reservatioB 
people. This phenomenon , i t  wa eontended t waa social e.bange in action. 
'Th sub•by'pothe is will peed. t sp cific , significant differences be• 
tw en the whil ~le ving igrants and �on.mi.grant relative to th 
selected variable of t (l )  amount of educ tioa , ( 2) ex t tu , (})  
ount of Ind.! blood, ( 4) nwnber of childr.ea, (.5)  veteran status, 
(6) amcunt of laad t (7) job qualification , (8 )  ount of on•r servation 
kinsbi.p ties,. (9 )  amount of off•r servation kinship ti s ,  and (lO) 
choice of spouse. Accor4ingly then, · lied in tbie ticul. r ehoic 
of .elected variabl.es will be th und rly1ng assumption that th se 
independent factors will take part in social. change through th medium 
of taigr tion. 
Lending support to the writer ' s  u of one of the le ents of 
42 
the cone ptual seheme. Davis saye that 0o rtainl.y there is a el.o e 
connection between social int ra.otion d ocial change ; for it ie 
mainly through interaction that chaag com • · bout. u 
W hburne, 4J an aut.hor de.eply intere ted in the th oretioal 
problem of the relation b tween social structure and social ch.an , 
42 Kiags1ey Davie, 
.w York, 191+9. 
____ an_ Society, p. 623, h Macmillan Company, 
·&a7s t.hat "in order to under·stand e:eoi.al change , how institution be• 
com modified, it is necessary to re•iew our \Ulderstanding or the 
mechanisms of human interaction. " 
at is ctually being done here (by the writer) i eybridizing 
sociology and demo aphy. Secial interaction i · one thing; migr tion 
is . other. B ut hum interaction is al oat invariably a.kin to migra• 
tion -- wheth ,r it oe for short or long distance, or for bite 
people or for Indian peopl • Conse uently, migr tion seemingly off er 
a v  ry favorable ground for combining sociology and demography . In 
the past, mu�h of rican sociology was built u on the problems 
er ted by massive immigration. 44 Now, internal migration, etatisti­
cally o:re manageable and more emo·tionally n utral ., has gained attention. 
oompared to international .migration. 
When an Indian leaves hie rese.rva tion community , ia s arch of 
a differently · d fin d securi tJ and happine-ss, in re li ty • he is going 
out to meet acculturatioa.
45 A continuum is thus set llP for the final 
interaction stage of aesimilation.
46 
Befor the Indian people in 
general were even granted citiz a hip (1924)
47 1Jl Ameriea 1 certainly 
" 
Robert K. I rton, Leonard Broom , · d Leon rd s. Cott.rell t J�. • 
Socio.lop; Todai , P• }14,: Basie Booke, Inc . , New York• 1959. 
45Felix M. K e ing, Cultural thropology, P• 387, Rinehardt & 
Company, Inc .• • New York, 1959, 
• 
Joh1,1 • Cuber , Socielog, P• 609 , ppleton-CentU7-Croft , 
lne . ,  ew Tork, 1955. 
47 Edward o. Mc nagh and ene •  chards, · · hnic iel · tions 
!! � United tates • P• 210. Appleton-Centur -crofts• Ino . ,  w Yorkt 
1953. 
they must have been migrating from their respective reservations like 
the Lower Brale Indian people were . 'The migration trend for 1'°wer 
Brule , as ab.own in Figure 2 ,  tarted in 1900. 
Any migrant is aseuredly pushed and pttlled by his parent group , 
and simultan.eously pushed and pulled by the fronti.er settlement . Coa-­
eomi tan t \d th the reverberating socio-economic fore es is the means of 
travel ; it is almost as though W'i thout the means of tra:vel t as they ar-e 
today , migration woul.d be seriously impaired. Ogburn 
48 epi to.miz·es the 
cause of migration in terms of npush, pull , and transportation. "  
Means o f  travel has had notable eff eets on the people o f  the 
United States. Nordsko149 .mentions the gene,cral1ty that the re­
distribution o f  the .American rural population refl•cts the influenees 
of the flight from rural areas. And though most demographers ue net 
ruu'monius in their regard of the iinmediat changes of population trends , 
they do agree that from July 1 ,  19;6 to July l t 1975 the population 
will inerease from l.67 million to 22? million.  50 To imagine tbe Indian 
population effeetive1y withstand.iag this •as.s oveme:at Qf rural peoples 
to th.e the.ory 0f social interaction which Hoinane pt-opounds, they must 
"b.va.riably r• be , to some extent an::,-'Way , ea.ught in this web o f  movement. 
48willism F • Ogburn and Meyer F • Nimkoff , Socio1<>Q, ,;p • 378 t 
Houghton Mifflin Company , Bo$ton , Mass. , 1958. 
49John ic Ncrdskog, !oci9pl Change ,. P• 4? t eGraw•Hill Book 
Company , Inc . , New York, 1960. 
50Ibid • 
Heeding the rule "'as few as you may ; a many as you must*'* which 
Homans has ccneerning t-tthe nwnbe,r ,of things you are talking\about ,. 11
51 
the wri ter wil.l. attempt a similar analogy by hoping to make , in thie 
thesis ,  the important quantitative ,  cUld not the quantitative important� 
51 
Homans, !i,• .!!..!• , P• 16. 
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CHAPTER V 
SOME GEN CONSIDERATIONS OF MIGR TION 
Man ' s  ande ing from habitat to habitat has greatly infl·uenced 
bis m terial " d non-material culture. Spokesmen who philosophically 
view human life are also disposed to the panorama of historic in­
fluenc upon the pattern of life of 2l_ living organisms. For 
instance , one of the well-remembered men whose official classification 
ef the microscopic domain was ground-setting as Carl Linnaeus.52 
Though this man did not make his contribution in the social science 
directly, it is  interesting to note bow he divided the human species 
into four groups : 53 
a.mericanus (American. Indi.an)  -- Tenacious, contented, free ; 
ruled by custom 
europaeus •- Light, lively, inventive ; ruled by rights 
asiatious -• Stern , haughty , stingy ; ruled by opinion 
!!!£ ( friean) -- Cunning, slow, ne.gligent ;  ruled by caprice 
d in .many respects, this man can al.so be given ore di t for 
being ene of the earlier men who first practiced what he viewed. in 
life  as evolution, though Darwin was attributed with being the rather 
of the Evolutionary Theory. 5
4 
52:aernard Jaffe • Mt,n of Science !!, America , P • 125, Simon and 
Schuster,  Inc . , New York, l 5!. 
53L.  c. Dunn and Th. Dobzhansky, Heredity, �' � ociety,  
P • 109, The New erican Library, New York, 1960. 
54Dagobart D. Ruest • 1 reasuq � Philosophy, P • 301 , 'fhe 
Philosophical Library . Inc . 1 New York , 1955. 
In pre-agricultural time , !or the most part grations were 
by oups, and the movement from one place to another did not bring 
bout wholeaal disruption of social relationships , - _· gration seems 
to be toward urban areas ow days, � orolti.n , m erman,, and Galpin 
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came to an identical conclusion that (1)  ost migrations to the citi-es 
take place du ing e ly adulthoo·fi t which inc.lud-es p reona in th years 
of th-eir greatest physical activity , ( 2 )  that f male migrate at 
eomewhat younger ages than males , (3) that mi ration oeours at the 
time non .... migrants are establishing homes for themsel.ves , and ( 4) that 
it can be set down as one of the oat thoroughly estab1ished princi­
ples in aee-io:togy that cityward migration seleete persons just on the 
thre-shold of adul thooi. 55 
Teggert and Reuter;& emphasize the importance of mu • s  wande�­
ings (migration) as being fund.ani•ntal factors in the advancement of 
civilization. Other men also believe that permanence and fixit:y are 
a eonsequen-ce of the abaenee of contacts between people of different 
cultures. '1\u"got57 defendS migration u a wa::, of life by eay-ing that 
man is "emaneipatedu from any slowly evolving fixity in social il'l t1-
tutioms ; and that this unconscious tyranny of tradition and euetom is 
characteristic o:f an isol ted people. In a similar diepositiQn t 
55 • �-nn Smith, The &eiologz !! Rural Life , P•  1?8 ,, Harper 
&. Brothers , New York , 19l;o: · · -
56 fred Mcclung Lee ♦ -rineiples � -•e�ology, P• 102, Barnes 
and Noble ,  lac. , New York , 1955. 
51Tursot ,  loc. 0it� - -
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Reuter58 lends support to Turgot by saying that "an isolated, i.mmobile 
peopl tends to dev lop a homcgenoue oul tu.re .  n 
ttempting to philosophic.ally view the pbenomenon of migration , 
one would first have to admit that the causes and effects of human 
migratien e difficult to fw.17 embrace .  The causes and effects 
have really never been fully understood.59 Many people regard the 
ext rnal and internal causes of migration tc be very closely r lat d J  
this can also be said for the effects Gf migration •. Consequently • to 
attempt to aepar te , say, the internal causes from the external, or 
· the eause from the effect even , woitl.d p:r•esent a situation anal.ogous 
to He·ie·eaberg • s famotte Prineiple of Ind·et rminacy. 
60 
For instance , 
the separation of the two caus s of  migration (conditions and tttotives)  
is perhaps like Reiehen'ba.ch • s en  ti.on of someone trying to  examine an 
electron away from its orbit .  Reichenbach reminds us that when they 
are merely observed they are disturbed. ; therefore, one knows net what 
they did before and after their obsenation..  61 In other wori , acm 
socio-e-conomio forces "*pl1ll '' while others npush" , whether the,- be at 
the migration · origin. or destination. d to efficieatly deal with 
58 Reuter, loe .  cit. - -
59 . • t cG£ Davis, �• c� , • • p • .:;,u�. 
60Hans Rei·chenbacht The ....:.L il Scientific Ph:i.loeoph1, :P• 163 , 
Vniversity of California Press, Los gel-es, California , 1958. 
61lbid. , :P• 182. 
cause alone will not y ild adequate results ; both oause and effect 
have to be tak n into account for eynoptica.l understanding, and thi · 
is a great und•rtaking. 
62 
( Davis considers the two general causes of migration eondi .... 
tions and motives ) and e states they r lat . to diff rent peoples and 
diff �ent plac s in complicated ways. It then seems that t factors 
of meaauremeat are so complicated and "Variable that ther i perh ps 
a justifiable lack of a systematic uad rstandi ef the phenomenon. 
a re. ult, social scientists can only attempt to explain migration 
in terms of p rticular eases. 
Historically, the peopling of sia, fric , the I rieas, and 
Europe (where one wave of peopl . fellowed another) was referred to as 
the Cl.a sical. migrations. This olassioal migration involved the move• 
ment o f  peopl into a totally new area. And to use the term employed 
by some writ rs,  the Jewish migrations during ancient time . were 
called the Great Diaspora• th almost unive.:rsal disper ion , 63 and it 
is in this type of 0diasp0ra'' that the racea and peoples whoee racia1 
characteristics and tribal cultures (formed in isol tioa) have 
final.ly come together. It i out of this conjugation that ci vil.i.za-
tion ha risen. ee-ntiall1 similar to primitive migrations , this 
type was of mass shifting• of whole tribes fro- on area to another.  
d more th,aJl not .  they were motivated by a search for food or 
31 
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plunder. This was the form of mi tion which i s  characteristic of 
what E. T_. Mason has called "the age of dispersion. tt
65 
The migr tions of Mediaeval periods is said to have been that 
66 
of classes of  people and not ne�essarily that of masses . The type 
of people involved we.re merchants , middlemen and journeymen ,  wandering 
knights , jugglers and minstrels , gypsies , and itinerants o.f all 
kinds -• every man in fact who was footloose and free . This type of 
migration did not basically represent pioneering people who desired 
to ext nd the area of  permanent living, but it  represented people in 
search of adventure and profit.  
Modern. migrations aeem to have assumed the form o f  individual 
67 and family movements. This type of migrant is usually an industrial 
or a.gricu1 tural worker • who from necessity has to seek his for tune 
among strangers. Some refer to this type as proletarian. 
In scope , modern mi ations are : (l)  intercontinental , (2)  
intracontinental , or (3}  intra.national-, General compulsives discernible 
in migrations , be>th primitive and modern ; continue to operate univer-, 
sally. Usually the t, o broad causes are ot1ped under (1) change 
ia the physical environment , and (2) changes of a social. nature. The 
first represents the conditions ; the seeo.nd. motives. 
65 .E. T. Mason , "Migration and the Fo�d Ql:1.est , A Study in the 
Peopling of .America , u Ann�al R�pcrt !! the SmithsOJtian Institute , 
PP• 523-5.39 , July, 18941 Waehiagton , n.O. 
66 Lee t  �• cit .  
67
Ibid, 
Concerning one aspea t of modern · gra tions,  records reveal oases 
of ma.D3 foreign immigrants mu•sing i:rration fears and hopes .. 
68 
But· 
immigrants are not alone in this predicament ;  thou h th typ s of 
hop s and fears may b different , erican Indiana and other p ople 
fro lower developed areas share this predicament. In a s all study 
oonoe.rning the eloca tion program developed b;y the Bureau of Indian 
Affairs for the Indian population ., the intensity of these 11f-ears an.d 
69 hopes0 seemed similarly equal. The main difference wa perhaps in. 
the ability o f  the Indian p _ ople, in this cruse t to r turn to th 
reservation setting when conditions became unsatisfactory. In this 
study , the writer epitomized the greatest obstacle which the Indian 
people met through being relocated was a confrontation with a. "Paper 
World. 1• Opposite a gemeinschaft-like life from which the rel.ocatees 
came , they were suddenly set in to a social environment which w s basical• 
ly impel" oaal. 'I'his type of nvironmen t was i per.sonal to t.he extent 
that the interactions, e ntiments,  and activities vere "insulated by 
paper transactions. "  Take away the item of paper and the eat eomp1ex, 
social superstructure would perhaps lose it existen�e .  True· social 
systems of all sizes would no more be able to elude the intimate 
functions of  the conceptual. scheme .• 
68 Davis, loc . 0i t. - ---
69This writer a sis ted Dr • Vernon D. an n research on a 
brief evaluation of th Re1oc tion Program. unpublished p :per was 
prepared entitled : 0R location -- p riment in pplied cial 
ork, " 1958. 
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Indian people • particularl.y those with� say , more Indian 
blood, less education . less job qualific tions � and more kinship ties 
on the reservation , have le s ehanoe to take part in soci inter• 
acti.on away from the reservation se•tting than the contrary types of 
people . Consequently , a person lacking the attribut s leading hi to 
take part in social interac tion finds the new soci environment 
·crucial -- particularly because the nworld" of the w · te man is based 
on social interaction which "flow through paper transac tions. "  Now 
some social scientists compare foreign immigrants with Ittdian people 
regarding the abili ty to adjust to the general American way of 11 f e ;  
and . this seems unfair. The foreign immigrants are usually from th 
same . tream of migration from whence the majority (if not ail } of the 
white people of America eame. - be general life of  the erican 
Indians ,  on the other hand ,  was not , and still is not •  based upon paper 
transactions like the life or tbe white conquistadors. 
To America immigration , more than emigration , 1 an important 
factor in pu.lation problems. It  appears that immigration is in-
herently selective with regard to age , sex , and intel1igence ,  and there 
ie s-ome evidence to support this claim. Approxim tely 75% of the total 
immigrant oup eoming were in the age group of 20 to 40. Regarding 
sex , males predominated -- particularly in the tlanti.e are • d 
though not too much evidence exists on the basis o f  int 11igence , 
earlier . i a.tions sho ed a b tt r score than the later ones . ?O 
70 
.k'aul H. Landis ,  �opulation Problems , P•  412 , The American Book 
Company , ew York , 1943. 
It is generally accepted that immigration produced marked 
eff e ts on eriean culture ., that it even affeeted the bio-social 
nature of the erioan people in number or ay • This view ie 
ccep table only as th qualification is made that 1 ter migrants who 
came ov r wer oftenti·mes descendants of the same forefathers Gf 
earlier migJ-ants. Surely though , immigration did give impetus to 
such things as urbanization , vertical mobility , cultural change ,  
reduced fertili ty , and other inor changes. 71 
Before going on to the next chapter vhieh concerns the firet 
eoming of man. to North America , perhaps the writer should briefly 
summarize the past few chapters. It was found tha,t migratio.n studies 
within the United States was primarily that of examining the effects 
of internal m:igration during such periods as the depression , war t and 
industrial development. It was the writer ' s  desil"e , however . to in• 
ve tigate the factors which were neutrally associaied with migr tion 
from the Lower Brule lnaian Reservation - paying no particular 
attention to war or depression periods. '11hi effort w aQcept d as 
!'elating to the conceptual scheme of Homans , that the schem tic element 
of social interaction was eminently involved in migration. And since 
it was acc-epted also that social change was virtually impossible 
¥i.tbout human interac tion 1 soo:ial change wae actually being measured,. 
Fin.ally , i t  wa evident that the conceptual scheme was prevalent in a 
generalized , historical view of buman migration,. Coneequent1y , 
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migr.ation , or the movement of individuals or groups r:rom one place to 
uother , is o·f great social significance. Ea.oh tiae one new person 
meets with one other new person , a new social system is created. And 
to 1 agille the complexi ty of .social systems evolving from more thaa 
a small amount of newly meeting individuals would be qui te impressive� 
Nev s•ts of interaction , sentiment ,  and activity are the epitome of 
aoeial change., This is where it all truly begins.. Buman migrations 
nurture this . 
CHAPTER VI 
GLANCING 1' THE FIRST CO.UNG O MAN TO NORTH ICA 
To begin discussing the peopling o.f this o,ontinent , one must 
first commenc with tb.e eventful peried of the early m n in North 
.run rica. any men have debated the. que tion of how and when first man 
c e tG• North America. At the onset of the debate, hc·wever, two 
things were ta.ken for granted :  (1 )  that there. were early m n living 
on this continent prior to 10,000 years befor·e ColWilbus and (2) that 
tb.eee people did not com from Europe.  72 :F'rorn normal observation of 
suoh faetors as the existing people' s complexion, hair, eulture, and 
tectmology • inYeatigators imruediately could find no eVid.enee to start 
wi tb that these people could have derived from ii'urope.  But these 
attributed did allow a starting indication. that these people might 
have •ery well oome from somewhere 1n Asia. 73 
The next plausible question then was just how th ,se eat'llel" 
people came to North America.. Asia is separated from the Alaskan 
mainland by a.bout 56 miles through the Bering Strait . This "gatevq"' 
early appeared to man.7 d•mographers as the most likely route over 
which people would infiltrate, this continent. However, as popular as 
the Alaskan theory might have been , shreds of  lost evidence of man •e  
12 · Edgar B. Howard• "Early an in e:rica, '" American Phi).C'>sophica.l 
Societz, Vol,. 76, 327•.333, The . ericam. Philosophical Soci0ty ,  
Pbilad�lphi.a, Penn:s;ylvania, 1936. 
73 Ibid. 
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early presence existed in such middle ea.s of the continent as Yuma • 
Arizona and Folsom . Ne exico.14 Yet th.ere were no human relics 
along man' s  proposed route . In view of this ppar nt anomalie ,  a 
systematic attempt to trace an • s early rout w s begun. 
ne ight next ask , if these early , ericans did. con from Asia, 
what was their premise? Early ci11iliz.ation being in a stage it per­
haps wa at th time , one would not rror by a · 11tting tb.e aaay have 
followed their food. ..l\l though it m seem fundamenta.l1y obvious that 
th r aeons for migration to other continent tod a:y be cliff eren t 
from those periods . it  muat be kept in mind that man ' a.  innate needs 
(in this case , a se rch for more ;plE.tnttful food supplies) have not 
changed conslderably - if at all. 75 A more eo prehenai•e and basic 
need of survival would include not only food, but things like freedom, 
flight 1 and space. 
olecki r porta that paleontc0logi.sts ha.ve discoYered fossil,s 
of Bison , Musk Ox, Moose, Goat, 'toeley lammoth, astod.on , and oth r 
animals which p rhaps originated in Eurasia.76 These f.ossil remains 
were said to be from 2.5,000 to 30,000 years old, and that in making 
the dating, some autho.rs sugg st that the are surrounding aska muet 
have been a lush animal habitat. 
74 ph .Solecki, "Bow ?Jan Came to o:rth . erica, u Scienti ic 
eriqan, Vol.  184 : 1, ll , Seientifio erican , Ino . , New 'fork, 1951.. 
75John wey, "Doee Buman Nature Change?H •· hilosoRb.z !! 
�cience . P• 282, Charl a .Senbner 's  Sons, New York, 1953. 
16solecld , �• cit. , P• 12. 
Many people were prone to say that it is impos$ible to conclu­
sively answ r the question of  how animals d men eaine to · orth 
America. If  the animals came approximately 25 1000 years ago , then 
they must have come during the . leistocene perioa,77 d they admit 
that this period oould have well permitted a dry-shod rout which men 
and animals could have utilized as a bridge , and this is exactly what 
the fos ils see to show. t any rate , the Bering .. . trait i rather 
shallow crossing ; and at th period , with the glaciers wi th-holding 
much water (and water al.so receding) , a sizeable amount of  land must 
have been available for vertebrate crossing. 
Another l ading que tion could be why all life comes from over 
in ia. The ultimate answer to t.his question is p rhaps a matter of 
evolution ; but relative to animals crossing, Simpson SSJS that the 
bridge worked both ways as selective fae tor relative to the migr tion 
of en and animals. 78 Horses and camels perhe.p w n t to ia in 
return for other animals and men , and evidence indicates also that men 
who were not predominantly nomadic hunters had no reason to fol1ow 
the animal a they crossed the strait .  d as ancient people moved 
from one place to another , they also must have come in groups large 
enough for existence .  The vidence which most people consider 
formidab1e is swmnarized by Solecki :79 
77 cha Titiev , The Science of an , P• 2?9 , Henry Holt and 
Company , New York, 1955. -
- -
78sol cki , �• cit. 
79}bid. , P • 62. 
During the ice age , so m�ch water locked up in the 
glaciers th t it left a broad, ice-fre land bridge between 
ia anci .rica. Over this brid e eame• a migration of animal 
which thriv and expanded in its n w feeding zo.nes - for a 
time at lea.st . Much later , toward the wanin.g of the glacial 
period bout 20,000 y a.rs ago t came man, presu a.bl:, attract d. 
by bundant game. Like the ani alaJ, man rapidly expanded his 
r , ge ov r erioa. The ini tia.l migration route ove.r the 
interior of the continent was prob bly over th no,rth rn un­
gl ci ted part of Ala.ska and then down the iackenzi.e Ba n. 
Palm r el borate on. the c·oming of man to North America by 
0 sayin,g tha.t the people came in waves , and not en ma.see• d from 
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aaany considerations , anthropologists believe that the American Indtan 
baa descended from the same ancestors of the reddish raees of e tern 
As a tter of faot , liv '  ng remnants of the older yello\'1-brown 
stock of people from which the , , erican Indians origin ted were found 
. 82 in some different parts of  Asia by Ales lrdliokat 
The newcomers, thotlgh all belonginE to the same race , 
were evidently n.ot strictl homogeneous ; out represented 
eeveral distinct sub .... types of the yellow-brown people , with 
difference in culture and language . 
Palmer ,suggests that if  someone could possibly transport and 
transplant into America some of the people from the southern slop s of 
the Himilayas (Tibetan tribe ) ,  they would undoubtedly sQ closely 
reaembl the 83 erican Indians that they would be called just that. 
So 
se • · al.mer, "The North American Indians, '' Smi tb1.;JOniaa 
Set ·ntific Series •  Vol. IV, 2 ;  u .  s. Governm n t  Printing Office , 
ashington, D. c. , 1929. 
81Ibid. 
Hrdlicka stated that the "waves•·t of people who earn-e over from 
ia must hav·e repres "'n ted such groups s the doliohoeephalic (narrow, 
long head) Indian : Al nquin • Iroquoian , Siouan, and Shoshonena 
stocks , further sout:n the Pima•< zteo tribee , and in outh America. by 
other branches ; next the brachyceph lie (broad head) Indian :. the Toltee 
type , which settled a.long the northwest eoast , in the central and 
mound region, in the gulf states , the ntilles , , ie:Jd.oo , over Central 
America, Peru, and plae s else ; and a 1 ter wave consisting of the 
84 
E kimos and Atha.pasca.n type • 
Investigators h&ve even studied languages to le n about 
arlier Indian life on this continent. They have found that there 
were no less than 50 different linguistic families. And these 
vocabularies are supposed to be as tistinat from ea.ch 0th.er as vhen 
the vfti te men first came to erica. 
85 
Oae oan well i.magine that the discovery of this contif;lent ltlas 
a long•la.st.ing and oftentimes startling one bee nae of  the new food 
sources and new areas which were $noountere.d. And perhaps it was 
during thia tim.e tha. t the Indian popula tioa incr$ased according to 
the Malthusian prinoiple .86 Consequently , it must have been a matter 
of consid rable time before the whole continent was occupied and 
86 . . . · Tho as Mal thus, "A Swnm View of t.he Principle of opul.a.tion , " 
� opulation . P • 31 , The New American Library , N w York, 1960. 
cont.rolled by the 1>aleo-Indians. Later waves of mi .r tion perhap 
merely tended to diffuse new peoples and their cultures. 
Raphael offer an interesting ceount of how the ocky 
ountains seemed to have divided succeesiv igrations. t the time 
of discovery • United State contained some 2 ,000 tribes of Indi s 
with a embers · p of about l million . 87 Relative to the diffu ion 
of the Indian population, Raphael said that :
88 
This pli tting apart occurred for thousands of years 
until the whole continent was occupied. By 1492 ,  the tribes 
had pr tty much settled themselves geographically • • •  
'.fhus . when white people first discovered and explored th continent• 
it may hav s e ed to them that the land w s empty and poorly used , 
or not used at all . This geographic dispersion of wave aft . r wave 
of Indians led them to make qui te adequate use cf the land and re­
sources hich they chanced upon, considering the tools and knowledge 
41 
av ilable to them. s a matter of fac t ,  culture techniques developed 
by the Indians for their native plan ts were adep ted by the 
87Ralph a. Raphael , The Book of . •riean 
Publishing Company , Ine . , New Y� i954� 
Ibid. , P• 13. 
891tarold E. · ey and D '  cy Mc ickl , Indi,. 
P• 24-, per Brothers, New Yark, 1959. 
s and Other --- ' �  -
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C TER VlI 
TIE ARRIVING OF THE D K  A 
en Europeans and Indians met for the first recorded time in 
the estern Hemisphere some 465 years ago , neither sid was prepared 
for the event. When Columbus reached this continent .  a.a eticated 
900 t000 to l million Indians were occupying it.90 Fey and Mc ickle 
apologize for James ooney • s  11eduoated .u ss11 since it was impossibl 
to contact the Indiaas all at one time - if  even at all . he 
continent , however , was already fosterin five well-defined economic 
areas9
1 
and a good two-thirds of the population lived in the Corn 
and Bison regions. 
en the Dakota wer·e first enooun te,.red by wh:1 tes , they were 
not long•time residents of the Dakota Plains . ea. They migrated 
t·o the Bison al"ea from the Corn area. Apart from the missiag history 
of the diffusion of peoples from the main stream o f  migration , the 
general Siouan family can be general1y traced back to the eastern 
seaboard. Fletcher , La.Flesch , and. Swanton represent a consenau _ t 
92 
90Ibid,. • P• l? • 
9�erle Curti , et. 
Brothers , New York• 1950. 
92 John R. Swan ton • 
erican Antllropolof! t ,  
!!• • � .American Bisto9, p ,  5, Harper 
"Siouan Tribes and the Ohio Vall. y ,. fl 
w.nber 45,. 50,  ew York, 1923. 
All of the traditions of t u�se tribes speak of a ove• 
ment from the e st to the west covering a loag period of time. 
The principal habitat of this stock lies hidd•n in, the mystery 
that still ensbrou:ds the beginnings of the ancient · /uliericaa 
race ; it seems to have been situated , however ,  among the 
Appalachian Mountains , and all their legends indicate th$t 
the people had knowledge of a large body of water in the 
vicinity of  their early home , Thie watel" may have been the 
tla.ntie Ocean , for , , s shown on the map , remnants of th 
Siouan tribes survived near the mountains in the 1; ions of 
Virginia ,  North car.olina, and South Carolina until after the 
coming of  the bite race . 
Other also agree that it must have certainly been the Siouan 
group who were inhabi ting western Virginia and Carolina. Lederer 
mentions tal.es • ch th Muskogean tribes hav_e about certain other 
tribes migrating out of thei.r area and there seems to be no ignorance 
of the Siowm peoples .9> Some would even have the French and Mohawk 
giving impetus to the migrating Dakota also.  
Wissler reports that when the Indians were first encounter-et, 
they occupied two areas representing the Sioua.n linguistic family. 
One area laid along the GUIUlY side of  the Appalachian Moun tain.s with 
a. margin bet.ween the falls of.• the Potomac and Santee ver in :South 
Carolina.  The next area, a large.r one, covered a good deal of  the 
country which lies westward of the Mississippi River , extending south­
ward t.o the Arkansas River and northward nearly to Saskatchewan. 9
4 
93 . anz Boas, !1 !!• , Anthropology in North · eriea ,  P•  14; 
Slechert and Company , Chica.so , Illinois , 1915. 
94 Clark \ seler , th! American India,n• P• 2 ,  Peter Smi ta, New 
York, 1950. 
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Thi e w· s hemmed in by the Rocky �oun.tains like th.e first one was 
by th tlantio Ocean . The same areas have been mentioned by ,oas . 95 
Sw ton definitively discusses hi publi hed (and unpubli h�d)  
accounts coneernin ling istic relationships of certa · n iouan tribes 
and their implioatio s : 96 
The ulti ate linguistic relationship of  the s ge , nsa , 
ha , and · on · th thi tribe ( kansas tri e ,  later known 
Quapaw) . d their own traditions indicate a migrat on from 
the Ohio rather than the reverse , while the eparation of the 
Iow , Oto , and Missouri from the nn bago se ms to hav been 
fresh in the mind of two of these p oples down into the l st 
century. 1he ocoupuc of the territory of our middle est 
betwe n the Great Lake and the Ohio by Siouan tribes seems 
therefore to r st on grounds almost historical . With the 
strong indications now t band , there see s to be reason to 
think th.at a close comparative study of 0iouan di ect would 
enabl us to reconstruct  the gen ral outlines of their ancient 
geographical positions with eonsider bl accuracy . If present 
indications e not deceptive , when this is don we shall find 
that they :fell into four major linguistic group : a north­
eastern , consisting of the cestor of the late� iouan tribes 
of Virginia , the · datsa ,  Dakota, loxi , and Oto ; a so,uth-
eastern , including mos t  of the later SioU&n peoples of the 
two Carolinas ; a southwestern , composed of the five tribes of 
rsey • Dhegiha ; and a northwest rn , Dorsey ' s Tciwer . 
visions of the iouan group who came westward by waves were· 
known as : (1 ) inneb go , !ow , Oto , and Missour · ; (2 )  and (3 ) 
Hidatsa and Crow ; (4 )  Dakota ; and (5)  Omaha·, . onka , Kansa ,  and 
uap w. ? 
95:eoas , 2£• �• •  P• 12 . 
96 John • Swan ton • • ew Light on the ·• · story of the 
Siouan eopl , " Journal. of � ashingtQn --.-�l--· 2.f ciences , Vol . 
13 : 3 , 42 , ebruary 4, 1923, illiams and Company , Baltimor , 
, yl d. 
97n... . t 14 Q\#ae , 2£• ci . ,  P • • 
hea first seen (1648-1650) , the Dakota were in central 
Minn sota. 98 They ere occupying an area extendin from the Mille 
Laes , d the neighboring parts of the :M.ississippi . � ver down as far 
the mouth of the Minnesota · ver . s time passed , however , the 
Chippewa secured firearms from the 'rench and pressed the Dakota 
further we t .  
Before the Dako ta arrived , however , 'chell speaks o - uth 
kota • s earliest in bita.nts as having been in the area s01 e 5 ,000 
ears ago . 99 o one knows xactly who tney were except that they 
specialized in the building of earth mounds . The 
sedentary and far ed. 
ere apparently 
other group -- yet existing -- who left sorne evidence of 
their presence prior to the Dakota were the Arikara. he date of 
their life in the area i$ listed around 1600.1
00 
This group see ed 
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to indicate a high form of  civilization as i ferred from excavations. 
They too were farm rs . This w s a genial group who hosted the 
flightful Dakota. The ent of  the Dakota is listed as between the 
yea.rs 1700 and 1750. 1
01 entuall , however , th Dakota drove their 
hosts further north following a long war . The acquisition of the horse 
P• ?2 , 
19 o. 
Am ric 
98 
E. E. Hagen and Louis C . Shaw , The ioux on the Reservations , 
a.ssachusetts Institute of echnoiogy , Cambtld7, assachusetts t 
99H. • chell , 
n Book Company , 
100 Ibi.d . ,  P• 13 . 
· ta, !,!! Beginning __!! Gro th , p . 11 , 
---1�942. 
101 
tiohoker , �• ci.t. , P• 4 .  
by the Dakota enabled them to e superior horsemen while hunting 
buff.alo and also to dominate a goodly portion of the buffalo area. 
Hyde eelares that the Yanktons were the first w ve of  Dako ta 
102 
to enter Dakota area , follow d by the Tetons . Lesueur reports• 
however , th t the 'e tons passed the Ymktons around Blue "' th, 
pressing further west . 103 The Brules were in this branch. 1--he 
0 alala , the rincipal group , crossed the Missou:.r:·i near Cr,ow Creek 
with the Brule . 104 oup following -- 1.n about 1?60. 11.•he Brule.a , 
still traveling primarily on foot ,  remained ne the mouth o f the 
rhite ver until their encounter with the whites . 
The incipient compe ti tion for land, game • fruit�  and so forth 
caused the United States government to ask for treaties with the 
tribes involv.ed in hostilities. Thus in the year 1865 , a series of  
treaties had been initiated in which the Brules took part . These 
first agreements were made at F\ort Sully , providing for the condition 
that the Indians receive some annuities in return for peace . The 
Lower Brules were or1ginal.ly hovering i.n the area near the outh of  
the Wb1 te  · ver, hence the name r•tow-er" Brules. Then on March 2 1: 
1889 , the go-vernmen ·t rovided for a division of Indian lands west of 
the Missouri which affected the Lower :Srules . Consequently , they 
102E. • Benig , Indian Tribes 2! .2, Up;eer · issouri , u. s. 
Government Printing Office , W shi.ngton • D. c • •  1930. 
1030.eor Hyde , Red :loud 1 s �, P• 11 1 University of Oklahoma 
Press ,. r o , an ,  klahoma, 193? • 
lOl+Ibid. 
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were moved up the river to a position n ar the present site of  acoma, 
South Dakota. i fter this .  however , there was still another move to 
their ,present site , about 2.5 miles up the river. 
CtU PTER VIII 
THE KULWIC S (LOWER BRlJLEf } 
B cause the Lower Brule people were a p .  t of the prineip band 
of Brulea but resided primat·ily ound t 'le n1ou th of  the White · ver , 
they w-ere accordingly na ed Low r Brule@.  tl'he pl"esen t Lower Brule 
reserve is located on the west side of  the Missouri � ver , south by 
southeast of Pierre , South Dakota. he nearest Indian reservation is 
the Crow Creek ioux , which is just a.cross the river from Lower rule.  
The Crow Creek Sioux speak the d-dia.lect ,  while 'the Lower Brule speak 
the l•dial ct.105 
Primarily , of course , the Lower Brule people were part of the 
Great Sioux Nation. . By treaty , a. 25 million-acre reservation was set 
106 
aside on April 29 , 1868 for the Tetons and Crow Creek Sioux. · Later•  
105'fbere are four dialects ,  actually , in  the Dakota lan age s 
Santee • Yankton , Teton , and Assiniboine . Each of these dialec ts has 
slight differences , though not sufficie�t to prevent Dakotas from 
understanding each other .  To give these differences would r quire 
mueh space .  However , an exan1ple is that in three of these di.al cts 
( antee , Yankton , and Assiniboine ) ,  the 5o und of L never occurs ; so 
kota becomes Lakota ;  nina hery ) becomes lila. In the Yankton , one 
of the most notable changes is that hd o f the Yankton in antee be-
eo es kd , and this in Teton becomes 1. hus , hda ( go  home ) in Yankton - -
becc:> es lt:¢1.a in Santee , and gl
1
a in Teton. eeu.li i ties of the 
Assiniboines ar not presented. hei-e. John • Williamson , An . glish .. 
Dakota Diotionaq, P• iv t The Pioneer Press . Yankton , Southriakota. 
1902. 
l06 arvin J .  Sonosky , Statement , as Cl · ms Coun el for the 
Lower Brule and Crow Creek Sioux Tribes before the Sub-com ittee on 
Indian Affairs , Committee on Interior and Insul r Aff irs , United 
States House ef epresentatives , on H. R. 5144 and H. R. 516.5 , p . 7 ,  
ash1ngtoa , D. c. , May, 1961. 
49 
as the result of  an pparently inval · d treaty , the 25 million-acre 
reservation was diminished to roughly 18 million acres aa a result of 
the conque t of the gold-bearing ahasapa (Bla.c Hills ) .
107 he 
invalidity of the treat wa� based on the lack of Indian si atures 
(no more than l of  the number required actually si n d )  even t oug!a 
the freedom .of  the ota wa limited b stringent qu i fication 
forbiddin the to le ve in ord r to p rbaps alleviate their starving 
condi tion. Congress , i spite of thi weakly eo reed set of signatures 
obtained under a state of duress , seized the Black · 11s.  
Then in 1889 , the United States gov rnment took about 9 illion 
acres or Indi land and carved it into eparate re erves. The w r 
Brw.es received their fir t 446 ,500 a.er s of  land.  .,rogressiv ly 
sine , the uoreat · bite Father , " as a trustee , has merely observed (or 
ta.ken part ) in the diminishment of Lower Brule Indian cultural land 
base . 
In 189 · , for instance , much of  th.e reservation land was de-
10 
clared surplus and opened to hom ste ders .  The tribe then r -
linquis d nearly alf of the reservation so that in 1907 , the acre ge 
had be n reduced to 232 1715 cres. om that time on u until the 
Indian Reorganization ct in 1934, Lower Brul Indian land wa& per­
mittedly sold to non-Indian . Conseque-n ly , intersper ed betwe n th 
lO?Ibid. 
Lower Brule Sioux Tribe , 
of H • •  6074 ,  Lower ule ioux Tribal 
akota, 195?• 
Support 
O'Jth 
first 446 ,550 acres and the current g Bend Dam. taking, the depletion 
ef the reserved lands has also occurred through such things as 
allotments , sale of reeer-vatio.n land under public land laws and, in 
recent ears , through supervised land sales .• 
Of re·cen t major importance , the Fort Randall and Big Bend Dam 
projects on the ssouri River has caused condemnation of about 22 ;701 
a.ere ef  Lo er rule Indian land. Sonosky has set up the following 
109 figures : 
l. Original reservation 
2. Reservation before Ft. Randall taking 
3. Fort Randall taking 
4. Big Bend tald.ng 
5. Other dispositions 
6. Reservation after two Dam takings : 
Tribal :;8 ,000 
Individual 57 ,030 
7. Final land amount 
Lower Brule Indian Land. 
446 ., 500 acres 
122 .000 n 
( 7 , 997 tt 
(14- .704 " 
( 4 ,269 t't 
95;0,0 
The Lower Brule people now live in a commeity that is not 
sim:Ll.ar to a white community . nor is it like what a traditional Dakota 
eommua.i ty would be expected to be either. Its entire economic ba,se ,, 
omitting the few cattle operators who utilize a. good portion of th.e 
land for c ttle grazing , is  seemingly inactive by comparison with 
neighboring white tows. To enter into detailed analysis of the 
109 onosky • 2£• eit. t P• 8. 
economic et ting would perh ps require a paper in itself. Ho ever , 
by jor importance , money from ld Age pensions , d to Dependent 
hildren , Bureau of Indian Affairs , en r assistanc , irregul 
wages , land s  es , land lease income , and sale of  livestock provides 
currency for tl e communit . The sale of liv stock ( the profits 
prim rily ent o f t e reserv tion)  and �tate • ·el.fare assist ce 
51 
(pri rily spent on t e reserv tion) seems to represent the two largest 
sources of ineo e. 110 
The reservation setting has nev r naturally had the op:portuni ty 
to develop "capitalistically" as American metropolises. It was not 
created in an evolutionary sense either by an economic motive or by 
the In · an  people. 
111 
Sono sky says : 
In the beginning, h was forcibly confined to the re er­
vation by the United States. At one time , he could not leave 
his reserv tion without a pa s from the Indian Agent . Deliber­
ately isolated by the government fro the rest of the country , 
there was no opportunit for him to work his way into the social 
and economic life of non-Indi communi ties outside the reserva­
tion . 
fter about decade and a half, however ,  the feder l government 
took a new approach. Congress did not force any more ehang s on the 
tribe . I t  then permitted them to take adV'ant ges of c rtain terms 
which it  set up if  they wanted to . The Wheeler Ho a.rd ( Indi. u 
Reorganization) Act of  l 34
112 
permitted the Indian people in general 
110 
Lower ule Sioux ' 'rib , 2J!.• £!!• , P •  3. 
111 �onosky , loc .  cit .  - ....-
112 
illiam 'r. H 
Chicago ress , Chicago , 
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to .set up tribal constitutions and by-laws and be self-governing, as 
far as federal laws wo·uld permit ,  if they chose to.. Lower Brule did 
and were somewhat cynically evaluated by other tribes who did not. chos 
to 0trust the white man again. " A total of 263 tribes voted on the 
Indian �eorganiz tion Act , 192 ccepting it and 71 rejec ting.
113 The 
Dakota tribes , amongst themselve·s , were referring to each other as 
114 ither nold D alers 11 or "New Deal rs. " T s ew Deal reflected one 
. 115 of John Collier ' s baeic assumptions : 
Clan instinct ,  clan operation of assets , is inherent 
in him. The tribal Indian remains the self-reliant and self• 
supporting Indian. 
The Meria.m Report of 1928 had suggested exploring possibilities 
of corporate O•wnership ,. then Collier endorsed it as a means of pr -
. 
I di i ti llb H tl,..-.... h th 1-"I: d i t aervug n .  an soc• e • es. owever , · 1.u:vug .. · e soc � ynam <:;8 o 
human interaction -- and through miscegenation •- people were bo.und to 
start migrating even before this big concern of Collier ' s. At Lever 
Brule , enrollees who have migrated and lived cff the reservation tor 
a definite period of time lost their voting privilege (and o ther 
rights) in tribal politics.  This group , al though still members of the 
tribe , did not have representation on the council. For example, with 
ll3F . . t t",t:.. ey , �• ,:L• t P • 7V• 
114 The Lower Brule people apparently respected Collier ' s  in-
novation so much that an Indian nam , oommemoratin the eventf'1l et , 
had to b given eome young lad. 'rhe writer , born one year be fore the 
p ssage of the act , was nruned Ounteca , New Deal. 
115Hagen , loc .  cit .  - -
ll:6 eriam , �• cit .  
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th recent official Department of Interior count o f  enrollees , of  954 
mb rs , 501 live on the r s  rvation d 453 off the reserv tion.  
How ver , those off-reservation members are of an older age group since 
their children could not  (up until recently ) be enrolled. he off-
res rvation . roup , owing to such events as the liquidation of the 
rib t . 117 rprise , ort R dall Dam S ttlement , g Bend Dam 
Settle ent ,  rder laim , Black Hills Claim , and intere t in eneral 
tribal matters , de ired mor representation a enrolled members. They 
felt that if the on-reserv tion group was using their names in justify­
ing help need d ,  planning, and other statistical groundwork required 
for acco panim·ent of eon essional legislation , they should at least 
vote and/or have repres ntation. They felt th t they should have this 
prerogative i f  they were still on the rolls and still considered as 
Indians by other peop1e . Consequently , they are no allo ed to vote 
d have representation on the couneil as the result of  a rei'er·endum 
to amend the constitution to the same effec t . This election result 
was approved by the Secretary of Interior on June 14 , 1960. The writer 
is the first such elected representative to serve on the council . 
Concomitant with the absenc e  of either a true tradition 
oriented o ta comm.unity or a true Amerioan-like community implied 
ll? :Vel.ving from the Indian R organizat · on e t program , th 
tribe borrow d a sufficient sum of money - from i ts Revolving Credit Fund 
to se t  up a Cattle· terpri.ee . nches were e tablished  on the reser­
vation in such districts s Lo er Brule , · ttle Bend, Fort Hal , Cedar 
Creek, and Jort Georg • The tribe employed a hi te Ranch anager to 
over-se tb.e activiti.es of  the resident employee and the total set-up. 
Upoh vo tin to do so ( by t people , the corporation wa dissolved , 
the loan p id up , and the profits paid out in per capi ta payment . 
in Sonosk.y ' preceding uote , factual t hows that 48% or more of 
th ower Brul people have an annual mean ineome of less t an l ,000� 
he annual mean income of t least 28i o the families is less than 
'500 . s a re ult ,  the annual mean per capi ta income of the Lower 
Brule in the past year was , 31 •
118 
The land , for the most pa t , is used for grazing , ha.yin , and 
subsist nee farming. i lthough the soil is suitable for more intensive 
agriculture in bottom 1 ds • the settlement of white far ers in the 
surrounding area has introduoed no massive farming practices in Indian 
agriculture . The mean annual rainfall is l? inohe , 
119 th growing 
se on lasting about 150 ys. Tbe temperature has b en known to range 
120 
from a minus 40 degrees to a plus 119 degrees fahrenhei t .  
The language predominantly spoken on the reservation is glish. 
121 Dakota is still used by the graded full blood Indians . Fe of the 
older people require interpretors . A goodly portion oi the people , 
even though they do not fluently use the language , still understand 
Dakota. 
here is no high aehool on the reserve ;  only a grade school. 
The grade school can hold about 125-150 pupils . 
118 
6 Sonosky , 2£• cit . , p .  l • 
here i oo ·bined 
119nouglas Chi ttick , Growth and eline of  outh 
Ctnters , Bulletin 4 • p. , Agricultural eriment Sta�ti�o-n-, � 
ciolo Dep rtment , outh Dako ta State Colle e ,  1955. 
120 
o er Bru1e Sioux Tribe , loc . cit • ........... -----
121Tb.is is the wri ter ' s  term of rel tiveness , meaning "more 
Indian blood than most. '' 
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Trading ost and Post ffice , a Tribal Office (where the Bureau of 
Indian Af f rs had their agency prior to moving to Pierre ) , a jail • 
two churches ( � iscopal and Roman Cat.holie ) ,  and about 14 tribally­
owned wooden frame houses . These are rented out to the people . Th 
Tribal ouncil , operating under a law and order code , provide tribal 
judg s ,  policemen, a janitor-chauffeur, a trib clerk,  a secretary­
treasurer , an executive-secretary , and two attorneys (one claims and 
one general.) . oince the liquidation of the tribal enterprise in the 
mid-fifties , the tribe now has the land , the office equipment . tribal 
houses, tribal hall , emergency station wagon , work pick-up,. and other 
incidentals to care for. Incorporated in the tribal hall is a plumb-
1 t t all i i . 122 ng se -up o ow a quas • niga½a. 
The present set-up seems to have longed for existence in years 
past . The situation seems to indicate a justification for either more 
coop r tion by the federal government or more ttreins'' by which the 
tribe can test ,. if not try , its own hand at long-range planning. 'F or 
instance ,  very important to euphonious tranaculturation, the council 
has taken the unprecedented step toward land eon.solidation. As Figu.re 
l shows , the tribal council is a.ware of the land area hich is virtual.ly 
beyond restoration, but it  set u:p an area of concentration (outlined 
in darker lines on the map) within which it  is attempting to replace 
loat  Indian land back to tribal status . Each month t the tribal council 
122Ini.gaga is the Dako.ta term for sweat bath. The small room 
has selected rocks available •  a heating unit .  and a source of  water 
for pouring. 
ha the opportunity to , and does, purebas ·more land d th what money 
it  can find. Of particular concern is the land which enrollees attempt 
to sell . But the tribe is also k eping cognizant of white settlers in 
the area too . It  asks to be · ven first chance to buy any available 
land within its a ea of  consolidation attempt . The business educ tion 
which the present chairman has is quite advantageous for the tribe.
123 
The cultural implications involved in the purchase of  more land is not 
so rnuch realized by the council membe·rs as tbe econo , c potential of 
the land. 
The land , in all respec ts ,  would permit Indian people to be 
Indian people if they wanted to be through providing them a terra 
firma upon whieh they can prac tice their pattel"as of life ( whatever 
they define it to be ) and even feel secure with it when and if they 
desired to leave. Their venture out into the world of paper would be 
more dignified and less threatening if they knew that they sti11 have , 
and can return to , a pl ce to be Indian. The1 need not be people with­
out a refuge . 
123 The present chairman is J .  F. Thompson , a one-fourth Indian • 
graduating from Nett1eton College in Sioux Falla , a cattleman, and a 
.arine veteran. 
C - i'ER IX 
RF..S 1 T TION OF DATA D FINDI GS 
5? 
The dependent variable in this study ia tbe migration of Indi n 
individuals rom the Lo er Brule Indian reservation for p riod of  
not le  s th n one year. The ind pendent variables are ; (l ) 
due tion t (2)  sex status , (3)  ount of Indian blood , (�) 
children . (5) veter status , (6 )  ount of land• (7)  job q 
ount of 
ount of 
lifi c  tion , 
( ) amount of on-re nation kin hip ties , ( 9 )  amount of off•r servation 
kin hip tie , and (10) choice of spouse . The selection of these inde­
pendent variables was fulfilled from the standpoint of soc�ol.ogical 
signific�ce involving social change . That is , it  is a supposition 
that a peaaeesion of all , or a certain degree of , the instrumental 
charac teristics of  some , or all of , the independent variables is 
associated with the migration of Lower Brule migrants. By the same 
token then , a different type of  possession of all , or a certain. d gree 
of t th instrwmental characteristics of' some , or all. of ., the independent 
variables will also be signifieantly distinguishable for the non-migrants. 
Consequently . a possession of all , or a certain degree Qf , these in­
strumental characteristics of some , or all of,  the independent v iables 
will be acceptedly . ssociated i th the migration of Lower Brul.e Indian 
individual • 
hen thes Indian indi vi ua.ls migrate then , human int ra.c tion 
with individuals from a different social. eyst m is virtually impossible 
to avoid. And since it is an accepted corollary th.at true soci&U 
change cannot succeed wit ut social interaction , social change is 
th n said to be in ac tion . ibis then ,  is  the pre · se und r which the 
following data and findings are asedbed. Th writer chose tb.e 0011• 
ceptual scheme of Homans because of the desire to avoid the use of 
sometimes vague , sociological generalities. 
Limitations 
rl'he first obvious limi tat!on was the aize of both, the migrant. 
an.d non�mi.grant sample. Neither one represented 1�; 73� of the 
migrant and 88% .of the non-m.igran t sample was obtained. 
A second i tation may be that some of the le.es-educated 
m.igra11ts were unable to comprehend all of the item.s in the question• 
naire , particularly sinoe no interviewer was present. However •  in 
thi study , it was hope.d that time being on the side of the respcndent 
would promote aeeu.ra te and unhurried answers.. Actually , since the 
education mean of the migrant group was 9.67 ,  this diffieul ty seems 
negligible.  
A third limitation would have been that of  accurately obtaining 
the respon.dent • s  re ction to questions involving intensity of  feelillge. 
This •  hopefully , was avoided by eonatructing a short ;  concise question­
naire which did not involve controversial or ·opinionated que tione. 
During on of the p riods of pre-testing , it was discovered that the 
teat of obtaining replies concerning attitudinal , open-end d questions 
by ail became a dividing line between receiving back the questionnaire 
59 
and no response. There were, of course , a few people who simply 
Nlished the opportunity to sa something regardinc)' the conditions of 
the tribe , the Bureau of Indian Affairs, and themselves. good many 
of the people sent back their replies incomplete , filling out only the 
answers to the questions requiring them to recall facts. Consequently, 
any reliance on questions requiring lengthy answers , ¢ontrover ial 
. 124 answers , or more than one page in length was avoided. In the pre-
testing, considerable experimenting with schedules on and off th 
reservation was done according to the principles of arten . 125 
fourth limitation cone ms the inability to make on-the-spot 
ec>mpari ons of each · grant with his uni verse . This would have b Gn 
ideal. Howev-er • since it was et  possible, the nearest , efficient 
approach seemed to be that of a ubelated one, "' i .e . , quantifying the 
selected characteristics of the while-leaving migrants and comparing 
them with thos . of the present migrants. The migrants did not le ve 
!!. tn&sse , but se ed to leave in a relatively- steady pattern as ehown 
on Figure 2 on page l?. The writer bad to content bl.mself with less­
than ideal oon4itions for researeh owing to time and resources. 
Depending upon Isaac ' s  groundwork, the assumption tha.t a migrant 
was motivat.ed only by comparieon of existing opportunities on the 
124 ctually, more pre-testing than this was accomplished• sin.Ce 
the writer participated in similar migration survey �dth r .  Erneet 
Schusky several years ago . 
125 . l . · "'.:l_g 40 · . 
<ired Parten , Survel• • Poll.s, and S�ples. p • .;;,u3- 2 .  
MaFper & Bro-t.hers, ublishers, New York, 19,50. 
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re erv.a tion with contemporary opportuni tiee elsewhere would fall short 
of fully measuring social change . Isaac says: 1
26 
hese investigated ca.uses are not temporarily bllilt, 
but r results of  the hole p tte.rn. Consequently , a st tic 
tr atm t of  so essentiall.1 dyn 1io process as migration 
cannot be viewed as a changing soeial syste w, •· ch is capabl 
of minute dissection . 
The whole reservation social system have be n nurturing 
this compl te continuum of gration. In other words , there as 
pattern. of persistence which eluded the mea urement of time in calend·er 
127 128 y ars. Another was to put it  would be as Spicer say : 
The social organization of any eople , like the culture 
o·f which it is a part , constitutes an interrelated whol • • •  
all peoples have such orgatdza tioruh • • they repreeen t gene:r­
a tions of effort in the establishment of working re1atiens . 
And since the vast majority of this taoxate
129 first spent their lives 
on the reservation as active members of  a few more or les intimate 
social groups , it is thi.s remaining group against which comparisons 
were made . This is why only facts rel tive to the time during which 
the migrants departed were solicited. 
126J .... ., . I ,:,._ -"' f . . t .  3� K '1") ul QJ..aus saac , �onolll.Lcs !_. gra ::i.on , P• ..., ,  · ega.n .-a. · , 
Trencht '" rubner & Company , London , 194?� 
lZ? 6 Joe ph s. Roucek . Contempo:rarz Sociology, p.. 02 , Philosophical 
Library, Inc . , New Yo�k:, 19.58. 
128 • _ ward H. Spicer , Human �:robl'rrn !! �chnological C!!f!nge, P• 
289,  ssell Sage Foundation t New York, 1§52. 
129this is a Dakota term for a 11�d" of people. 
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Oae final , ironical limitation is  that which may be termed under 
1:,0 egis of Hei.senberg • s principle of' 11uieterminacy : · the pheno enoa of 
igratt.on , here being measured .  itself defies lt!easurem·ent • e . g. ,  some 
of the migrants are too transi tory to have been "c•ught . 0 
Keeping in mind the limi tations outlined , the succ ee<ling con�iu� 
aions drawn from these data have been qualified.. 
Examination of Variables 
Now that the operational defini tions have been presented for �he 
dependent variable and its independent variables in Chapter III . the 
task of employing the statistical chi-square mea.surement to 11 test the 
aigaificanee o.f the difference between the observed fr,equenay distribu• 
. . · i31 tion and the frequency distribu.t1en expec ted under the hypoth:esis'* 
shall \le undertaken,. The probability oocurrenee of less than . 05 wil.l 
be the minimal level of' aeceptan•e • And in this regard , furth r 
cri teria used. by S.yd .r an.d David will be used .132 
As a matter of con"te.ntion, biologis ts and s tatisti.ciane 
r fer to any stati.stieal ooxustant such as x2 as a ''significant" 
value when it exceeds the value corr·esponting to a prebald.lit7 
of .05. A value exceeding the 1101 value is labeled as "hi.ghl.y 
•ignificant . rt 
lJOReichenbaGh, ,22• !!.,!• t  P• 163. 
131u111an Cohen , Statistical Me·_thods !2£ $Qeial Scie�t�sta . P • 
125 , Pre1 tiee-I-tall • Ine . , i&gle�ood Oliff-s t N.  J. , 1.95:5. 
132Lawrenee H. Snyder and Paul :B. David• ',fhe PrineiplEts � 
lereil ty • p • 87 , D. • Rea t.h and Company • Boston , Mass. • i 957 • 
Ori lly t th le tU.· g ,  
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jor '.hfpoth sis w s :  there are signi• 
fioant ditferenc s existing betwe n the non-migrant and the while-leaving 
migrant. Ho ever , before veritably aeeepting or rejecting i t ,  each 
••bswned hypothesis must first be examin.ed; and these will b taken 
in or� r o f  their signific ee. 
!\Y;P2thesi number !!!!= there ar ai ificant diff renoes be­
tween migrant and non•migrants in their ainount o f  education . lthough 
the findings of moat inve tigations suggest that the better educat d 
are is.ttl cted in eityward migration, 13} the writer was skeptical of the 
validity of pplying these findings to th Dakota. Hovever , the 
chi-.square calucl.ation show in Table I ,  the rel tionship is highly 
significant. Of c-ourse , it must alway be kept in mind that ollly when 
these selected variables ultimately complement each other are they 
really si · ficant .  1l'bat is , if  all o ther variables were inoperative, 
to xpect the variable of  educational attainm nt by an Indian individual 
to be the panacea for his leaving the reservation wottld fal.1 hort of 
v ri tabili ty. 
Findings · grants included in the teat were not les than 17 
years of age , ooneequ ntly al.lowing the non..migrants a perhaps t•bia.sed" 
four year difference during which they eould have surpused the migrants 
in ed�ca.tional achievement. The migrant were allowed only nough time 
to have normally completed the · r high school before they were counted. 
The e edu�a tion for the i ant group wa 9,. 67 J the mean educ tion 
133 · homas , �• Qit .• t P•  lll. 
T :SLE I. 'i'HE TION OF IGRANT '?O 
NO MIGRANT EDUC �ION 
Educational Status 
igr ts 
Non- igrants 
P .001 
Nigh 
6; 
35 
TABLE I • THE REL �lON OF tl:G NT T 
NON• IGRANT UC TION 
Low 
49 
109 
1 \lO tional Status 
.. ants 
Non-migrants 
li = grades 9 • 
L ·• gr.a.de l thru 8 
High 
s.9.09% 
24.,:,1-
40., 91; 
75.6 
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for the non-migrants was ?.'6. The po etei- was 8,52. eu.basequently 
permitting a dichotomy dividing the sample into two categories betwe ·n 
grates eight d nine. 
Discu�Gion As a white matt tool in a npaper world ., " education 
nabl•s the Indian individual to become better acquaint.· d with and to 
widerstand me of the •sterA cultural valu a as well a to in dvert-
ently p it  their own ota value · to slowly becom latent _d 
64 
non-functional . While th Dakota values e slowly beco ing inoperative 
throughout the resulting interim of cultural tranaition , ed.uo tioaal 
attainment enables the Indian people to beeome intellectually ualified 
to inter ct with white people , cons quently contributing to unintended 
social change. gardin this type of social change , ashbtll'ne says 
that "human interaction w ch is di:rf.lct d tow d ends other than change 
itself can b called sociocultural drift . .. 
134 This process , ho ever. 
i not to imply that Indian social change is nGn-directional t t . e  • •  in 
this caee approaching a change resulting in dissimilarities with white 
American society. It  is  a. personal contention of the wri te·r that the 
most assured manner of transmigrating the patterns of interaction,. 
senti nts,  and activities of the Indian people tow d patterns c_f,,. 
white 
erica.n a.ociety is through the means of  education. . -th adequate 
ducation , perhaps the Indian people could oompetently 0 terminate" them­
eelves ..,. the federal ver ent would not have to make this e ffort. 
BJ:Rothesis  number two t there a.re significant differenees be• 
tween the numbe� of de - ting male and females. ex statlts , with 
ticul referenc to Indian females, augments them to become .more 
active in the phenomenon of miscegenation due to the current rural• 
urb movement of so many oth r females. 1rh1.s fact ,  plus the abundant 
amount of males on th. reservation Ge ting, en blea them to be som hat 
fastidiou in their courting adventure . 
hburn , !,i• .:ll• , P• 21. 
1f • 31 . 17 
T. BL 
MigJ'ants 
HE EE.LATION OF MIG · · 1'0 
·· IG 1' S · STATUS 
P .001 
Sex Status 
Male Female 
61 
99 
TABLE IIA . T'IIE :RELATION OF MIGR.ANT TO 
NON•MIGB..00 SEX STATUS 
Non-migrants 
.ex S'tatu 
Mal F male 
:,6.1o,; 
68.7,t, 
63.� 
31.25� 
d..f. • l 
Discussion One of Rav nstein • s famous "laws" of migration. wa · 
to the ff ect that "females are rnore migratory than malee� 01'5 The 
contention :ight be made in addition to Ravenst· in • s law by saying 
that tt . • • an4 if' they are not of Caucasian ece.stry • this is more 
especially true • tt because i t  eems likely th t a wbi te an would take 
135 . .  Thom-as, !?E,• !ll• • P• 55• 
an Indian woman as a wife more readily than a white woman t · ng an 
Indian male as a mate. l36 
As the reader can s e ,  the results of the chi-squar te t was  
highly ignifican.t , as Table II shows. 
66 
fbrpothesis n�ber three : there are significant differences be­
tw en migl:'ants and non-migrants in their mount of Indian blood. 'fh 
intended denotation in referring to this variable as "In.di bloodtt is 
a purely biological conception of her•di tary ancestry • The reas$n, fer 
naming it thusly is because the respondents • and the United States 
Department of Interior use tbis mode of expression. 
Findin§41 The mean of Indian bleod for igrauts was 4. 58,  while 
the me-an for the noa•migrants was 5.9.:;. The parameter was 5. 25. In 
dichoto izing the universe for cbi ... square . the division appeared be­
tween four-eighths and. six-eighths Indian blood. As Tabl III shows , 
the chi-square results a.re highly significant. 
t);L.scussion The amount ,of white blood which an Indian individual 
posse. sees ha a direct counterpart tn the manner by which Indian people 
wil.l socially regard him or her . It is oftenti.mee dis,comforti.ng for 
people who are not full blood Indiana (particularly less than one-half) 
to normally :participate in traditional social events . While the e 
mixed blood p•eple �e not prevented from attempting intim te invQlV► 
ment in the traditional , social gatherings , they never-the-less sense 
136 The non-migrant 0'1p is presently 31%• fe al. .  
TABLE III . 'FHE RELATION OF MIGRANT 'l'O 
NON•. IGRANT INDI BLOOi 
Migrants 
'Non-migrants 
P .001 
Indian Blood 
High Low 
101 68 
102 
TABLE IIIA . 'l'HE RELATIOM OF · IOR ·NT TO 
Migrants 
Non-migrants 
B = 1 thru 4/8 Indian 
L • 6 t� 8/8 11\-diaa 
NON-MIGRANT DIDI BLOOD 
Indian Blood. 
59. 76'1, 
29. l.'/'6 
40.24-
70.s,-
• • • the 5/i categoq was spli t for aeh 
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a reserved feeling on the part of the mor traditional In.dians . Coa• 
sequentl7 , they often regard themselves ae marginal. Added to this , 
and perhaps due to the fact that these subjected people have biological 
attributes of white peopl , they are also inf rentially , sooi ly ex­
peeted to aet out the social role of the white person.. Thie then 
perhaps gives th indiTidual two good rea.eons to l·eave and try to. 
68 
interac t wi th wh1 te people •- though they perhaps me t wi th v ry 
similar situation off the re rv tion too . 
!fYpothasia number fo ur :  ther are significant differences be­
tween mi . ants and non-migrants in their numb r of childr th The 
· gr tion of :familie s  obviously has a different demographic and economic 
persp·ec tive from the migration o f  individuals . Many writer have delved. 
into th single stud of family migration . Ro ever , the . i ter only 
wanted to know h ther the number of children which a couple has wa. 
as eciated i th their departur • 
Findings . f the :;9 . 05� o f  the migrant group who wer married 
before le ving , 54. 55% of them had children . And the m an age o f  their 
children was 2,3 years . The non-migrant had 76. 37, e>f their group who, 
were married. 
In eon iderin.g the cases included in the ohi•square test , all 
17 year old mi.gr ts were inv-ol ved since it was found that a f w of 
them had children at this age before leaving. The migrant mean o f  
childr n per individual was 0. 84 ; that o f  the non.migrant was 2. 26. 
The parameter became 1 . 55 , and not more tlian one child determined the 
quantity in the low cell and not less than two childr n in the high 
cell. . 
The chi-square result being highly igni fiean t pe it- the 
acceptanee o f  the bypothesi• . 
Discussion The amount o f  children , at lea.st in an incre •Sil'lg 
number , perhaps work against permitting a family ill toto to mig:rr te . --
It would b difficult for an Indian family to rent a. hom in a new to-wn. 
TABLE IV . 
Migrants 
on-migrants 
NON- IG . 
�HE .REL.TIO F MIGRANT TO 
NUMBER OF CHILDREN 
Number of Children 
High Low 
80 
49 
69 
P .001 d.f. • l 
•Tni s ,  of course , included only those migrants who were married at the 
time of leaving. 
T BLE IV . THE RELATION OF MIGRANT TO 
NON·•MIGRANT NUMBER OF CHILDREN 
Number of Children 
Migrants 
Non•mi.grants 
Hi.gh 
27. 21'!1, 
59.02% 
Low 
72.73<;, 
.i.o.ga% 
be.cause landl.ords in general are reticent to rent to a large familf •• 
Indian or white . Even more than this, how ver• the male head would 
need an immediate and fairly good-paying job bo support his family. 
Consequently , a family of three or leas would hav a higher probability 
of leaving th.alt larger ones. Ho .ever, depending upon other variable • 
a larger family than three say veey J..l leave. 
!fn>othesis nwnb· r !!!!' there are significant differences 
between migrants and noa-migran t in the number o.f indi vifliu-ala w1 th the 
status of vete.ra.ns. Veteran ta.tus , it was thought• would be bigbly 
ignificant as rega.,:-ds migration. Consequ ntly, the dir otion of the 
chi-square result for a while a.pp ax- d to be mistakenl7 reversed. Th 
gu ,ss w s t  t if an indivi<lual. as a eteran, certainly ther would 
have 'been ple opport•unity to int· ract wi th non-r eidents,  And this 
"expo uren to their mod·e of life, it was thought • would h ve attracted 
them right back to it  after they were discharged from mili tary rvice. 
Howe•er, this pp a.red not to be the case, interestingly . 'fhe re ult , 
though highly sign.S.ficant, wer found to be in the ()ppoeite direction. 
Fin�gs The bypothesie that veteran status encourages mi• 
gration was rejected . Two of the migrant ve terans were f . alee. The 
non-migrant have mor than tbree•times as many veter.ans as the migrant • 
Thi atatem nt should be qualified• however t due to tb:e faet that there 
are more males on the reservation than the mi1rant group has off the 
ree•rvation. 
Discueeiop Perhaps the Indian veterans who have not migrated 
remained in order to take advantage of the cultural valu of bravery- . 
If so, they tayed to enaet the new role of recipients of respect and 
honor... For example : In condoning some of the odd actions by Indian 
veterans who have ju t returned fr-om the armed services, the older people 
instruct th younger ones to diareg d th ir eriousne a because uwhea 
th y were in the army, th y had to take om edicine which still ake 
them mean. '" 
TABLE V .  TD RELATION OF MIGRANT 0 
NON-MIGIU.NT VETERAN STATUS• 
Veteran Status 
Migrants 
High 
10 
46 
Lew 
91 
98 
11 
x2- = 18. 40  P .001 d . t. • l 
•T·his included from age seventeen on UJh 
TABLE V • fH.E .RELATION OF MIGRANT TO 
NON-MIGRANT VETERAN STATUS 
Veteran Status 
Migrants 
II a veterans 
L • aon•vet-erana 
iigb 
9. :;s� 
31.,9� 
go.6,,. 
68.08% 
In another way, peraaps some of these veterans reprea at George 
and. Louise Spindler • s137 *'reaff'irmative native type"' of personality 
which they deacrib ae oae of the psychological types generated in 
l}7Qeorge D .. and Louise s. Spindler , H erican Inti.an Personality 
Types and Their Sociocultural. ots t u � 4n,nals, Vol. 311 11 P• 1549 The 
Macmillan Company , New York• 19'7, 
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cntlture change. This persoa was usually re.is d an Indian, but has es• 
perienced. wid& and intensive oet1tact with white culture .. outside reee.r• 
vatien tr vel was usually the case , but it only serves to re-info:roe 
their attacment t.o t-he traditional Indian cultUJ'•• 
!bJ2oth'9Sis D!f!ber $• there are significant differences b..., 
tween migrants and non-migran:ts in the amount of land owned ·on th• 
re en tion. The xpectation wae that if an individual did not have 
dequate land holdings , there would be no reaGon for him to remain on 
the reservation. 
Findinp The direction of the chi-square results seem d in 
the- oppoid.te direction of what the writer had t-hought. In other wo.-4s-; 
those with a high amoW'lt of land were migrating more than those with 
a low amount. However ,  this was probably due to present complex 1n.­
heri ta.nee and smaller indi vid.ual returns from the land ren. t.  The 
eypoth ais is aecepted. The migrant mean of land ownership before de­
par·ting was 112. 41 acres. The non•migrant mean Qf land own•rehip i• 
65 • .55 acres. The parameter turned out to be 88.96 acrea. 
Disous•i.on. The vestiges of Senator I. L. Dawes • Allotment Act 
138 of 1887 even lingers beyond. 134, when it was officially remove�. 
This is vhat D wes said to the Indian Commissioners in 1895 ,139 
138woi-kshop on eriean India.D Affairs • :Federzµ lndi� Legisla• 
tion � J?oUci $ 1. P• 11 • Uni-versity of -(:bicage, Dep tment' of 
Anthropology , ciiteago , Illinois ,  1956. 
l}9Ib1j. 
!rAlil,11: VI. TU RELA1'IO. OF IGRAN'f TO 
NON-MIGRANT LAND ST �us 
Migrants 
P .001 
La.ad Staiua 
High Low 
9.5 
46 
74 
96 
1'All3LE VIA. THE RELATION OF MIGRANT TO 
NON-MIGRANT LAND STATUS 
Migrants 
Non-migrants 
I •  8.96 aeree and above 
L • leas than 88.96 aer&s 
Land Status 
High Low 
56.21% 
:;:,. ,� 
43.79}6 
66.6� 
• • • Coo.gr ss had begun the expei-imen t o.f trying for the firet 
Ume in the history of the gGve.rnm-ent to take money out of it 
owi,. treasury to educate th Indian, '?hey fomi4• however . that 
omething more than m re education was nece sary-. The I�dian 
ccntld not be civilized or Ghristianized 'by mere iatellectual 
training. If he w to become a cbristian , s- lf• upporting 
citizen of th United States , he must have a home. This home 
is the eenter of all t.he civi1izing· and Christianizing fore s 
by which h.e can lifted up out of his barb iantsm into 
self-sup rting Christian citizenship. 
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Dawes ' well.•interuied purpose , however, a tainted with dog­
m tism.. It appeared to him that the only way th Indian p ople ee>u.ld 
become self-supporting eb.ristiat1s w s to favor a totally n w ayetem of 
reli.gion and in tellec tuali ty.  
Perhaps land, in a certain minimal quantity which would be 
more than a quarter section , would hav-e holding effect. How ver ., tae 
allottments were not mo:re than 160 a.ores (an attempt to dieintegrate 
clan unity ) .  The potential utility o f  the piece o f  land too , was 
limited. To become economically established , for in.stance , capital to 
utilize 1 t  ·as lacking; mortaging it impossible because of trust status 
of the land, and borrowing on it was not (and still is not)  appealing 
to bankers and loan eompe.nies.-
Previoua lease mo�ey from the land rent was shared by fewer 
i11tividuals than presently. New the return,s from leases are oftentimes 
so small (because of the complex inheritance which exists) that to 
utilize the retvns for moving expenses ,  one would fall ehort. This 
bn,othesis is accepted. 
!,tPotheeis ••lel' �even i there are $1.gnificant diffei-enees 
bet·ween migrants and non-migrants in their types of job qualification. 
The Edwu-ds Classifioatioa 5Jstem1lt0 was employed• using the fi�st four 
of the total six classes as permiesive eriter1 for the hlgh cell. 
Examples of the bigh•r qualifications for jobs were s:ueh as. registered 
'f BLE VII . THE RELATION OF MIGi.ANT TO 
NON•MIGRANT JOB �lJALIFIC fION• 
Job ruaU:tication 
Migrants 
ili.gh 
19 
1 
83 
137 
75 
2 X • 11 . 26 P .001 d. t.  • 1 
*Th . Claeaification System ueei was tha.t Gf Eciwarda 
TABLE VIIA . TBE RELATION OF MIGRANT ro 
NON IGitur? JOB UALIFICA !ON 
Job Qualification 
High 
20. 56,', 
H • ti.ret 4 classes of Eflwarcitt a Class1ficatioa SJstea 
L • remaining two clasaea 
Low 
1,. "_ 
95. 1� 
&tployed els·ewure • this mauer of jo'b qualification would pei-ba.p• ao·t 
kold , 'but the cultural setting , it was felt , had to be taken into 
aceotlllt in this re.spec t sinee , for inst.anc 1 there is ao place to 
employ a �efe cook th:er • or al"$ there uy great demands for clel"k.s• 
secretaries , and the like. 
?6 
As Thomas bas inferred, 141 perh pe the sign.ificanee of the ti.f• 
f reatial job q_ualificatien lies not so much in the extent to wbieh 
migrants are selected from specific occupational groups in the commun• 
ities of origin as in the extent to which the migrants become occu.pa• 
tionally differentiat d from the settled population in the eommunitiea 
of destination. 
Findings The hypothesis is accepted in this case. About four 
timee as many of the igrants are qualified tor higher jobs. good 
share of the non•migranie are quite ade·pt at art, and some of thern do 
eceaaionally employ -themselves outside the reser?ation doing painting 
er related jobs. The migrants are also in the same category. 
Dis9u.,si.on Job qualification s-eems to be a concomitant 
variable of edueati•n• Tb.is is an example of the inter•relatedness .of 
the factors. Any persoa with a valued profe sion or tr.a.de would be 
subject to social interaction as he met the demand for bis service$ off 
the reservation. Learning an occupation which will provide a, means of 
livl1hood is only meaningful if it allows an Indian a nmusttt tieket for 
ad.justing to non.reservation modes of life . To utilize a trade or 
p.rofeesio11 , an Indian must 11ea.r11 always interact with non-Indians coa­
sequently becoming aware o! •• or even involved with -- their sentiments. 
!!zRothec,is n•ber ei5ht : there are significant differences be• 
tween migrant and non-migrant amount of on-reservation kinship ties. 
Considered under t s hypothesis were the relatives of "blood "' 
141 1� !!!,!!:• ' P·• , ,�. 
TABLE VIII . THE RISLA'l'lON OF MIGRANT TO N0N•MIGRANT 
TOTAL 0 •RESERVATION KINSHIP TIES 
Migrants 
Nwnber of People Claiming Rel t1vee 
73 
89 
Low 
77 
x2 C 10. 09 P . ,01 d. f. = l 
TA8LES VIIIA. THE RELATION OF MIGRANT TO NON-t4IGRANT 
TOTAL ON•RESERVATION KINSHIP TIES 
Migtants 
L • fov or leas 
Nweber of Peopl.e Claiming Rela ti vea 
Iiigh. 
4-3. 20% 
61.80<.i 
56. � 
,2.2o,; 
•  • • the c tegoey of five was epU t for each-. 
importancre , and , in this case , the :family members whe are adopted. It 
wae found that upon doubl& checking., both ·the migrants and non•migraats 
eeemed naturally to ultimately claim only their bl-ood or adopted 
rela ti v.es •• al though the eoncept of th• _ extend•d familJ kinship group 
(tiy�spaze)  of which .alan sp a.ks is  functionu.
142 
?8 
Findings For the on-reservation kinship tiee , the migrants had 
ean of 4. 40; the non-migrants had a mean of 6 .13; and the parameter 
was ,; .• 1.5. Cons quentl7 , the high cell cores were for those who had 
,ix or more rela ti v.es on the r serva tion. and the low cell scores were 
for thos who had four or less rel tiv s on the reservation. or the 
migrants , of oour$e ,  this means that they bad these relative while they 
were leaving, aot now. Those who had five relati�es , both for the 
migrants and the :non-migrants , wer split, allowing an equal share for 
·each cell to enhance a more unbiased dichotomy. 
Discussion The al>sence of on-r servation kinship ties ie 
apparently important for the potential. migrant.. The kinship grou· . no 
doubt served importa.n t social homage and economic assi ta.nee f aee ts of 
the potential migrant's life. Particularly important seems to be the 
Fathers and Unclee -- this phenomenon within the context of Dak:�ta 
patriarchy. 
As a gesture to seek out indications of specifically important 
relatives concerning migration , the chi•squ.are test was calculated on 
all the relatives listed in the schedule. B ee use the majority of -
relatives w re not of too mu.eh importance in migration (when run. in a 
total test lll Table IX) . the influence of the fathers. and uncles was 
not  immediately revealed. 
Bulletin 470 , P• 
partm nt , outh 
Migrants 
2 X • 0 .• 19 
a 
X • ). 98 
TABLE IX . 'TRE RELATION OF MIGRANT TO 
NON IGRANT , ifOTAL KINSHIP TIES 
Nuber of Relativ s 
Off 
409(35. '+?%) 
470(34.76,c;) 
On 
71+4{65.5�) 
882(6.5.2 · ) 
79 
., d. f_. • l 
TABLE X • TU RELATIO OF� UGRANT TO 
NON•MIGRANT UNCLE TIES 
p 
Number cf tJnelee 
Off 
51 ()6. 96,;) 
24(25. 26-) 
.os 
27(6:,.o,._) 
71 (?4.7�) 
TABLE XI . T , ,  ION OF MlGR T TO 
NO -MIGRANT P' 'fH TIES 
Number of Fathers 
80 
ligrants 
Non-migrants 
Off 
l}(l8 .5?j6) 
4(7. 27%) 
On 
5?(81. 43%} 
51 (92. 73,t,) 
x2 = 4. 41 
B;tpothesi 
p .05 d. -f .  • 1 
number nine : thex·e are sign.ifiean t differences be• --- -
tween migr ts and non•migrants in their amount of off-res-ervation kin• 
ship ties. The xpectation was that the amount of off-reservation kin­
ship ties wol.ll.d s rve ae an important attraction for the migration of  
individuals. 
The findings of the chi-square test for this variable 
seem to indicate that the hypothesis is acceptable . l'he relatives who 
had already left seem to have a significant effect in encouraging the 
migration -o f  the remaining ones. liowever 1 those who remained on the 
reservation were apparently in a bettei:- posit1on to infiuenee the de­
cision <>f th.e potential migrant. It  seems tha;t the fa.there- and uncles,. 
both on or off the reservation , exert the ea.test influence as regards 
single r,elatives. 
For the off-reservation kin hip ties , the non igrants had a mean 
of 3. 26 ;  the migrants b d a ean of 2. 4 . Th parameter was 2 . 66 • con­
e u n tly penni t ting th • high cell scores to b those who :bad thr e or 
TABLE XII . THE TION OF MlGRANT TO NON� IGRANT 
TOTAL OFF-RESERVATION KINSHIP TIES 
Number of People Claiming Relatives 
Migrants 
Non-migrants 
High 
0 
86 
tow 
89 
58 
81 
2 X = 5 .17 p d. f.  • 1 
TABLE XIIA . 'fHE R' , ION OF MIGRANT TO NON-MIGRANT , 
TO'l'AL OFF•RESERVATlON KINSHIP TIES 
Migrants 
Non-migrants 
B = three or mor,e 
L • two or le$& 
Number o.f People Claiming Relati v.es 
High 
47. 33% 
59. 12.'I> 
Low 
52.6n 
40.28% 
more relatives Qf"f the reservation and t:tle low cell scores to be those 
who had two or less relatives off the reserva tion. Thie hypothesis is 
acceptable.  
Diseus.sipn While the kin still de re$peot and practice the 
extended · nship pattern on the reservation , they become less inclined 
to permit it to function when they are not on the rese.rvation . This ia 
particularly true when they are not on the reservation and among people 
vho do not regard this praotice as a means toward financial success. 
The analogy of the migrant e eoting to obtain aid from e kin when 
he l,eaves res mble two people helping each  other to swi in deep 
w ter when neither of them knows how. In  spite •Of this •  it does ppear 
to be that it is concomit ntly the lack of relatives on th r serva• 
tion and the xample of migr t r  lativee which a ·sociatee itself with 
the migrant•· departure. 
!J1J?othesi$ ntffl,lber .!:!,!t there a.re sigaificant differences be­
tween migrants and non igranta in their choice of spouses. This 
last variable is considered extremely important because of the social 
and biological 11 plieations. There are few instances.  if u:,, in which 
an Indian individual marrying a non-Indian ver Nmairus on th reser­
vation . Included in the samples for the chi-square test were the 
mates of the migrant and non-.mi ant who ere either z·eeidente or 
aoa-residente of the Le ,er Brule reserv tion. They w re not dichoto­
mized on the basis of r 0.e , ae was later done to rev al the distinction. 
Findings Of the 39.05% of th migrants who er married be­
fore le ving, 83.33% {or 55) of them had married white mates. fhe 
l'lon-migrants had 13.7'f>'j (or U)  of their membership married to white 
mat s. If only th · non-Indian mates of the igrants nd non ,igrant 
were included in the test of significance , the probability of x2- would 
xceed the .001 level. The chi..- quare te t in this manner gives 
highly significant re ult : 29,, ,2. When dichotomizing the axuple for 
thoee spouses who are , e:rely r sident or non-reaiden t (regardless 
TABLE XIII . '!1BE REL TION OF MIGRANT TO 
NON• IGRANT CHOICE OF SPOUSES 
Choice of Spouses. 
Migrants 
Non-migrants 
Off On 
17 
37 
8; 
p . 02 d. f. = l 
TABLE XIIIA. THE RELATION OF MIGRANT 
NON-MIGRANT CHOICE O SPOUSE 
Choice of Spouses 
Migraats 
Non-migrants 
Off 
74. 2� 
53.?5% 
25.?6% 
46. 25% 
of Indian blood) , the salience of marriage to white spouses is  con­
cealed. 
Discl.leaion Concomitant with the "law" of Raveaatein1
4) is the 
ohoice of spouses ma.de by the n.on-migrante. Preponderantiy , the 
mobility of the reservatien female a x  almost impels the male Bruliaa 
to seek a mate else here •- lllheth r it be on nother res rvation or 
aot. If the seleotion of a m  te - either · o� an Indian male or fe­
male .,.. ... is a white person • it is very likely tha�_ f
he r serv tion 
ocial system (much more the economic system) would not contend the 
teka. (alien) .  The "iestern sooial alues of  competitiveness vould be .,.__ 
out of cadence wi ih reeervation life . Consequently 1 for those non­
Indians who marry Indians an,d expect suitable self-supporting 
rangementa on the reservation similar to those off the reservation, 
there are unsuep cting adjustments to be made. The cou le either 
e tablish-ee a maintaining. economic predicament ,. or depart in se.arch 
Tbe no11-ud.grants who are married to non•resid.e.nt Indians do 
not seem to find it difficult to tolerate such a situation as de­
scribed above . This, however , is  not to say that marriage to non.­
residents -· if  they- b Indian -- is not associated \idth migration. 
The Indian iu;,n-migrants who a.re presenUy married to white.s have a 
satisfactory economic set-up. 
There is a valu bl function being served through this process 
or racial in ter-mar:riage + In this ease , Indian marriages to whit. 
mates is a means t<i:, t'he ttnatural ladder of  accul.turation, "  Ve.gt 
144 
said, because tran. 1 tory reference groups are products of  misceg�• 
nation. 
l
lt4Evon z. Vogt • 0fhe Accul tu;ration of American Indians, tt 'l'he -
AnnalE3, Vol. 311 1 P·• 131 1 Th Macmillan Company- t New York, 1957. 
84 
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Revi,ew of Chi-square 
It  is perhaps not nece sary to roe ed aJlY' further in stat1sti.-
\ \ 
cal eompu.tations to determine the acceptance cf the major bypd:thesie. 
Seeing that (1)  the chi-square teet showed significant diff'er•neee 
betw en migrant and non-migrant characteristiee relatiV"e to each 
variabl and (2)  that only one hypothesis was rejected • the major 
postulation is accepted. 
TABLE XIV. REVIEW OF CHI•SQUARE FROM 
THE TEN SU HYPOTHESES 
Variable x2 
Amount of Educ tion 32 • .53 
Sex Status 31.17 
ount of Indian Blood 29.85 
Choice of Spouse 5.82 
(with non•ladians 29.32 
Number of Children 26. 42 
Veteran Statu• 18. 1♦0  
Amount of Land. 16. 79 
Job Qu 1-ifioation ll.- 26 
On•reee,nation Killsbip Tie 10 .• 09 
Off-reaentltion Kt.nehip Tie 5.17 
p 
. 001. 
.001 
. 001 
.02 
. 001 
.001 
. 001 
.• 001 
.001 
. 01 
. 05 
•·The hypothesis r lative to this variable was rej eted. 
d . f. 
l 
l 
l 
l 
1 )  
l 
l 
l 
1 
1 
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CHAPT X 
SUM . RY , CONCLUSION , D IM LlCATIONS 
Summary 
It was found that migration studi s within the Unit d States 
were primarily eonoerned with examining the effects of internal. 
ovem n ts during such periods the depression , war , and inclu trial 
development . Th wri ter , however , sought to investigate factors 
which were neutrally related to migration of Indian indi vidual.s from 
the Lower Brule reservation. articular attention was not given to 
periods. of war or depression .. This effo t was also considered in­
separable from the soeiologieal concept of social chan .e . The 
ph nomenon of migration was considered almost inherently involved 
with social interaction . Consequen tly ,  the conceptual scheme of 
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George c. Hom s was employed ,  particularly the element of interaction •  
in a. working hypothesi tha.t the selected variables of  study were 
significantly ae ocia ted with migration of Lower Brule Indian people . 
The peopling 0f the orth .Ameriean continent as associated 
with the Pleistocene period (first entrance date arouna 15 ,000 to 
20 ,000 B. C . ) ,  during which a dry-shod route existed for men and animals 
across the Bering Strait. These early men wer in pursuit• of food 
ani als., These astern Asian people inf�l tr ted and g o . a.phi.cal.ly 
occupi d th North erica.n continent as wa e after wave of migrants 
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came. In 1492 when they were first contacted , these Paleo-Indian� had 
been economically established in several . ajor ., defined area . 
h Dakota were found to ve migrated estward from pres �t 
areas known Virgini , South C olina, d . orth Carolin . fter 
xisting in the ·Ohio Valley for a w  le, a good s e of th iouan 
family began mi rating b waves to the west. The Dako ta wer of the 
fourth wav .• Their entry into Dakot territory wae arow:td 1700-
In a.bout 1760,. th Teton Dakota branch crossed the 
n ar row Creek on their way west ain. The . ul.e band, 
souri 
wever, 
r ained near the e of White , ver. d th · oup of B rule who 
remained principally around the mouth of Wbi te River were ac·oordingly 
called 0tower•• Brule.a. 
Th Lo er :Bi-ule · • a part of the Great Sioux Nation , p . ticipated 
in th Treaty of 1868. T s agreement et as · de all the land in 
South ota which lay w et of the ea.at bank of the ssou.ri River· 
(about 25 million acres ) .  Hovev r ,  the fed•ral gov rnmeat later re­
duced the size of this ma sive re ervation to about 18 mil1ion a.oree 
following an invalid tr ty in 1876. om this remaining l million 
·l 
acres of Indian laad, the federal government again reduced i ts siz 
by about 9 mi1lion acres , dividing up the rest ef the 9 m�1lion ere& 
into reservation for all the T ·ton, as shown in Figure. :;.. Thie 1 
when the Lo�er Brul•s rec iveci their first 446,500 acri s o:f r servation 
land in 1889. Thi t however, was aot the end of  l.and depletion for the 
Lower Brule . heir origin l reserv tion as qbjected to a federal 
d claration of land surplus, consequently op ni.ng up roughly 213, 500  
Pipre 3. Dakota Indian �••naU.ona 1A North Dakota, 
South Dakota, and Nebraska 
• a,oux 
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acres to,: bomeste · ding. This. left about 233 t.500 acre,s of reservation 
land for the Lo ter Brules .  Sine·e then t the Lower Brule tri 'be ha also 
lost land thro h such things as (l) unwarraat d led salee, (2) Fol't 
Randall Dam taking• and (3) Big Bend Dam taking. 
The Lower Brule tri b is pre en tly attempting to re-coasolida:te 
more Indian land as a means for th . promotion of an economic and ; 
more i portantly, cultural. land base. 
Conclusion 
Migration has been in progress since about two years afte:r 
(1900) the estab.li htnent of the first Lower Brule re·servation., and it  
a.pp•ars to be  continuing. Ten variables were selected for study. The 
contention was that these variable.a were significantly associated with 
mig,ration • coaaequently ta.kin a leading part in eoeial chang:e tbro h 
t.he enhancement of social interaction with off-reservation people. 
the reeul t -ef examining the v , iable's through the test of sipif'icance 
(x2 ) .  eypothese wero accept,« relative to (1 )  amouat of IndiQ, blood• 
(2 )  amount of education • (J) sex status , (4) nmbe:r of ebildren, (5) 
job qual:Lti<:atioA t (6) amount of land, (?) amount of on-reservation 
kinship ties,  (8)  amount ef off•resel-vation kinship ties , and (9) 
choice of spouse. 
0$1 bypothesis • r g rding veteran status, vas significant 
beyond the .05 level but rejected, In spite of one bypot.hesie being 
in an opposite direction r garding its sociation with migr tion , the 
majo;r hypothesis is accepted. There are significant di fferences be• 
tween non•migran ts and while-leaving migrant • 
Implications 
Food-gatherin , hunting, fishing , herding, agriculture ,  trade , 
and indus,tr are the principal economic activities of  manki:rul. 
145 And 
in the process of satisfying his material needs , man has gradually 
developed a body of practices connected with them. In time, these 
practices became standardized and firmly established as olw;tere of 
patterns of interaction. , sentiments ,  and activities. These patterns 
were later :formalized to be known as tt conomic institutions.  n The,se 
e�onomie institutions wer always inter-related parts o f  manldn4• s 
social integration . 
Perhaps the ultimate motives which most Indian migrants have 
are also economic , just as the early Indian no do.ubt possessed whe.n he 
crossed ever the .Bering Strait in p-ursui t of food-bearing animals. 
Du.ring this ea�ly period of the migration continuum , the social and 
eoonomic compon.e11 ts of Indian life must have also been ooncordaa t. 
146 Whether they were or not •  they are now. Su.bstantial4' then , each 
one of  the seleeted variables of study can perhaps be veritably 
associated with a means to "survivaltt - .hence a socio-economic 
relev-ancy . s an example ,  Durkheim , in his quest for an understanding 
l .. 5 Samuel Koenig, · an and 89c_ietz ,  P• 74,  Barnes .& Noble, Inc .- 1 
New York• 19.57• 
1�eriarn , 2£• S!• t p�  r;6. 
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of social insti tutions , was 1 d to delve deeply into the economic as-
147 p eta.  He approached the study of social insti tutions through analyz-
ing economic ac tivi ties ; and these economic 0activitiesn he considered 
as fundamental to understanding social 1ife . 
It  is  not the intention to attempt a similar approach here , but 
becaus of such an "economic ac tivity , "  e . g. , an underlying eeonomie mo­
tive to surviv e ,  the Dakota have been migrating ever since one ean trace 
their history . Particularly regardin the Lo er Brule D o ta ,  ei i fi­
ca.ntly associated wi th migration are the ten selected variables mentioned 
in the conclusion. And no doubt , there would be some credence to the 
assertion that a close comparative study of other Dakota reservations 
( and even o ther non-related Indian reservations ) would yield equivalent 
resul ts .  Therefore , it  may be well for the federal , state , local , and 
tribal governments to  study these and similar variables in order to be­
come aware of the possible social difficulties which could hereafter con­
front them as benevolen t agenci es and the migrating Indian people as 
well . As a mat ter o f  fac t ,  for other s tates that have similar Indian 
populations ,  i t  would be equally important  for them to take note o f  its 
" 148 
aborigi.nes , for as Hadley says : 
Now the Indian net natural increase is higher than for the 
total population o f  the country • . The Indian po ulation has a much 
higher proportion of persons under 25 years o f  age , which,  with 
other factors , suggests that by 19?5 , there will be over 700 ,000 
Indians in  our country . 
147K . it 76 · oenl.g , �• �• • P •  • 
148
J .  Nixon Radl.ey , "The Demography of  the American Indians , " 
The Annals , Vol . 311 , P •  23, The Macmillan Company , New York, 1957 . 
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The potential implioatione evolving from the revealed significant 
diff rences between Lower Brule Indian non-migrants and mi ants are far• 
reaching, For example , the states of izona, ew MeXieo , and :JOUth 
ota. with the federal government could perhaps ben • fit by jointly be• 
eoming involved in a similar but more int n.sive study of Indian mi tion. 
'!'hey could initially eoneentrate on one leading ea of study., that of 
the direc tion o mi ·r tion . ther st tea and the federal gov rn ent 
could do the same. for instanc ,e , the elocation and the elf a.re Ser• 
vices of' the United States Department of the Interior with the respective 
State Departments of Public · elfare could arran e for re ments relative 
to the anticipated migrations. This approaoh would be · r·eferrable over 
present attempt by each agenc to disclaim the Indian ··grant. It is 
during the initial stage of settlement in a new community that a igra.nt 
is wanting of help. Surely this type of governmental appro ch could be 
mor desirable than a seemingly o-rer-all laise z faire attitude.  
If th.e states could anti.dpate this trickling movement by Indian 
people , they ou.ld perform an altruistic service to it . ow whit people 
well s the Indian people. But this service , howev r 1 would b c.on.• 
tingent upon the dequacy o f  assisting th migrant to beco fashionably 
- s ttled. The federal govern , nt , on the other hand, would only be living 
up to it early treaty agreements. The reat � te Fath r should not 
parsimonic>usly interpret the treaty agree�ents ., but should altrui tically 
pursu satisfac tory adjustment of the- Indi migrants to off-reservation 
life after they leav • not just while they are within the geogra hie 
boundarie of th reservatien. . It is interesting to note wbat Chi ·f 
Justic John shal.l has said relativ to th nature of treaty obli . tiona 
149 between the United States and Indian tribes : 
• • •  a tr-eaty is a compact between two nations or eommtmi ties , 
having the right o f  self-govet'nmeat. !a it  essential that ea.oh 
party shall possess the same attributes of soYH· ign ty to give 
force to the treaty? This will not be pretended,  for on thi 
ground, very few valid treaties could be f.ormed. The o-nly re • 
uisi te is , that each of the contracting parties shall pos es.s 
th ri ht of self-government,  nd the pa er to perform th 
stipulation of the treat . 
We have made treaties with ( the I dian•s ) ; and are those 
treaties to be disregarded on our p rt , beoa.use they were entered 
into with an uncivilized people? Does this lessen the obligation 
of such treaties? By entering into them , have we not admitted the 
power of this people to bind themselves , and t.Q impose obligations 
on us? 
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The really important consequence of  federal and state administra• 
tions becoming philanthropically concerned with the .movement of  its 
Indian people is in the area o f  racial discrimination . Most of the 
Indian migrants • social and economic diffictlltie off the reservation in­
variably have an entanglement with the barrier of disc·rim1nation as they 
attempt to al.leviat.e their misfortunes. Consequently , if  either of 
t.hese gcvernmen ts remains openly unc-encerned 'Wi. th th.e important probable 
causes and effects of  Indian migration (as presently is the ease ) ,  more 
than likely and inherently developed will be a Hself--iaflicted" atti tad& 
of  disgu t with and the abasement of the Indian peeple -. But this is not 
all ; to knowingly perm t the development o-f misleading and erroneous 
white attitudes to ·ard the Indian people is no less than being an acces­
sory � jure. The people of thes two governments will also not be able 
to r alize and understand the perplexing- d compound problems which the 
149 eriean Indi.an CbioagQ Conference , . clar�:�ion o:f In · an 
furpGHS$ , P• 16 , University of  Chicago Press . Cbioage • . lllinois, 1961. 
Indi_an migrants face upon adjusting to new soo·ial en.vironn1ent +  It is 
depressing for indigent Indian people to learn the philosophy of the 
paper world of tb.e West. It is therefore requisite that the seune kind 
of people . who also rq these governm.ents of tbe state and nation , to 
willfully assist the Indian people during their cultural trans1tio11 ♦ 
An Indian will likely leave his r-esena tion to simula t the 
majority of Americans if he has one or more of the selected variables 
or. study in their instrwnental condition. However , it  mu1J.t be pointed 
cut that to have only one or more of these instrumental variables of mi• 
gration is only a "step" toward becoming assimilated into the g.eneral 
white , erican populace. This important movement by Indian. migrants 
can therefore lull th se two go11ernmenta in.to deception.  'l'hey fll'Q' con­
clude that the Inc.iian is migrating beeause he is ready for off•re.servation 
life • ther:efo:re if  he consider& himself ready • wh3 shouldn ' t  -we? :Sut 
this is what social. research by both administrations could discover, 
i . e . , does Indian migration imply accw.turati,on? 
As a fin l ,  brief con icieration of impending social implications, 
the following compendium is offered • .  igratio.n is enhancing soeia.J. 
chal'lg · tor the I.adi.an people.  his change of India,n social structure 
is undeniabl1' aimed toward 'being more like the way of the gelleral white 
eriean. Therefore • l t would appear to be a plausible a.pp�oach for 
the governments (state and f.ederal ) th.at represent the ttl" rieral white 
American ·way of life'' to willfully assist the Indian migrant in beeoming 
a respectful citizen of these United States , and not one who wmeeessar­
ily is aubtely disregarded because of the development of mi.s1eadisg 
white attitudes. 
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APPENDIX A 
1 1  
Dear Tribal Member : 
Yeu are perhaps aware that I have al.ready a$ked you to fill out 
a uestionnaire like thi,s before ,  but since the returns were not enough, 
I am a.gain seeking n1ore . 'This study must be compl-et�d. Sc this tim , 
the Rural Sociology Department ·of South Dakota State Colle-ge , Brookings, 
South Dakota is assisting me. 
Perhaps one of the reasons fo.r the forms not being returned was 
because of the work in-volved in writing.  i,\nd perhaps for others , the 
form wa simply too long. Whatever the reason was (no doubt due to my 
f ult) , I am trying aga:in to complete the survey . As you can see., the 
form is a whole lot shorter.  
I have worked very bard on the forms whieh I have already received 
back from last time . The results of these forms are so valuable that 
I 'feel the others who have not replied surely must have equal.1y-valuable 
information to offer. And I want this information. Thus far , I have 
also gathered much oackground material. for the writ•e-up♦ And I must 
say, the Lower Brules have a ve�y waiquely-inte•esting history. As far 
back as I can ts-ace , we Lower Brule Sioux ba.ve b.een migrating. e are 
still doing so t,oo, and I have consequently made i t  an -object of stucil,. 
'11his is where the inf orma tioa from you comes ia. 
Before too lol'.\g1 I aa in hopes of oompletiag the survey. I bo_pe 
to make this data available to people concerned with the Big Bend. Dam 
project. 
I do not want your name on the form , but l do need correct data. 
Thi iatormatiGn will be handled s.tatistioally; and the more returns I 
get , the more reliable the write-up becomes. 
We thank you very much for the ti.me you spend on the question• 
naire. As soon as you fill yo'tlrs out , put it in the enclosed sel.f• 
ad.dressed envelope and mail it. 
Sincerely yours. 
Frank c. Est.s 
Off-reservation Tribal Council Member 
Vernon D. Malan 
Professor, �al Sociology Departm&nt 
P. s � ·en if you have aJ..r•a dy sent in one like this . send another, 
We can use it. 
1.  
a. 
Fao tors Relating To . gration 
Did you leave by the help of the Reloca tio.n Program : 
What kind of a job did you d.o when lou :fi:rt1t left : 
To what town did you go � you first le:ft : 
Yes - t 
·ioa 
No. 
Did you lea.ve with your parents or by yourself : _by self, ___parent _ . 
5. In what year did you pe- _ . ently leave : 
6. Your amount of Indian blood ; _1/8. _2/8 , _,;a. _4/8, _5/8 . 
_6/6 , __ 7/8 , _8/8., _None. 
-bout how many ae1·es of land did you own before leaving : (Yourself)  
{Share) ---
8. ere you a veteran before you left : Yes, No . - -
11.  
12. 
14. 
Your (husband or wif- • s) amount of Indian blood : l/8 , 2/8, 
3/S , 4/8 . 5/8, 6/8 , 7/8,. S7B°, Noie. - - - - - - ----
here is y,our (wife o.r husband) from : 
Row much education did 1'ou have before you left ; Grade School _l ,, 
2 , 3, 4• 5 , 6 ,  7 , 8, High School _ 9 ,  10, 
-11 ,- 12, ·Colle.ge Tyr.- 2 yr 1 3 yr , l+ -;r'; More. - - - -
Cheek the relatives 
Father 
-Mother 
Si tei-
. Brother 
who lived 2a the r servation when zou left 1 
Uncle Graadfaiher ---- -
AW1t Grandmother - -
Niece Female oousin ............ -
_Nephew _Male  cousin 
How old were you when you left : Age -
Check the relatives 
i·ather 
-Mother 
-Sister 
_Brother 
who lived oft the reservation whe� you !!!!_s 
Un.cle Grandfather - -
unt Grandmother 
-Niec -Female cousin 
- ephew -Male cousin - · 
15. List the es of your ohildren s 
the:i.r names !!!. not �ece S!:7 
(Boys) 
(Girls) --------------
10, 
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Dear Tribal Members • 
For the few of you who did aot return the questionnaire we sent -
you, we are again sending another one . But this• time , i t  has again 
been re-worked. I thought that if the first form was confusing you , 
it was my fault again. 
For those who d1d return their questionnaires , I very ei:ncerel7 
send you my sincere thanks. You are making our efforts much easier 
in this study . And since this letter goes out to those who have 
already sent in their questionnaires ,  I include the following "headline tt 
material concerning tribal-----affairs. 
Approved : 
Vernon D. Ma1an 
Associate Professor 
Rural Soeiology Department 
Frank c. Estes 
Council Representative 
918 ad Avenue 
Brookings , s. Dak. 
Faetors Relating to Migration 
l. Dioi you leave by the help of  the Relocation Program? _Yes _No 
2. � zou first left , what kind. of  a job did you do? ______ _ 
3. When you first left , to what tow did you go? 
4. Did you leave with your parent$? _Yes _No 
5, In what ye did you leave for good? -----------...... ..--
6. Your a.mount of Indian blood? - ___ ......., ______________ _ 
?. Bet.ore zou !!!.!., how muoh land did you own? _____ ........, __ ...,... __ 
• Were you a veteraa before you left? Yes No - -
9. Hew much Indiu blood does yeur (wife or husband} have? 
10. Where is yollr (wife cu· husband) from? --------------
11 . Befture you left , how much educatio,n did you ha-Ye? ______ ......,_ 
12. . _en zou first left , check the relatives who were still (on )  the 
reservation : Father 
Mcthe-r -
iater 
-Brother 
13. � you left, how eld w re you? _____ _ 
Gr�d.fathe.r 
-Grandmother 
-Female cousin 
-Male cousin 
l.05 
14. After you first left , check the relatives who vere already (off ) the 
reservation : Father 
-Mother 
-.Sister 
-Brothe� 
Uncle -- un.t 
Niece 
-Nephew ,__ 
15. List the !I!! of yeur cbildren under 21 : 
(Boys ) . -• -..- --- - --- -
(Girls ) ___ __... _ ...,......  __  _ 
Graadf a ther 
-Grandtno tb.er 
Female eousill 
_Ma.le cousin. 
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APPENDIX C 
Nam 
ta on on-migrants 
(over 21 yrs. of a e )  
101 
----------------------------------
1 .  ge 
2 . ount of Indian blood 
3 . mount of Education 
4. Veteran Status : Yea 
No 
5. .Ameun t of Land owned -----
� . Relatives � livinl ON the reservation : 
Father Uncle --- ---
Mothex· unt --- ---
iater Niece --- ---
rother --- Nephew ---
Grandfather ---
Grandmother __ _ 
Female cousin -
Male eou· ·in ---
7 . !ge of children under 21 :  Boys __________ _ 
Girls ·-----------
8. Relatives � liying OFF the reservation : 
Father Uncle --- ---
Mother Aunt --- ---
i ster --- Niece ---
Brother --- Nephew ---
9. ere is (wi fe or husband) from? 
Grandfather ---
Granao ther ---
Female cousin 
Male cousin -
---------------
10. Amount of (wife or husband ' s ) Indian blood? 
11. &nployed? Yes ---
No ---
Type of  work qualified for : 
12. er left Lower Brule for more than on year? 
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AP ENDI . D 
Y ar 
1900 
1901 
1902 
1903 
1904 
1905 
1906 
1907 
1908 
1909 
1910 
1911 
1912 
1913 
1914 
1,1, 
1916 
191? 
1918 
1919 
1920 
1921 
1922 
192} 
1924 
1925 
1926 
1927 
l.9,28 
i9z9 
1930 
Mean = 2.81 
TABLE XV . FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION 
or MIGiAw.ts• DEPABTINQ YEAR 
Numbex- of 
Dep rtures Year 
3 1931 
l 1932 
0 1,�, 
0 1931+ 
0 1935 
1 19;6 
l 1937 
0 1938 
0 1939 
0 1940 
l 1941 
0 1942 
l 1943 
0 19" 
2 194.5 
0 194' 
1 194? ' 1948 ' 1949 
0 1950 
l 1951 
l 1952 
1 1953 
2 1954 
3 195' 
3 1956 ' 19.57 ' 1956 
a 1959 
2 l'60 
l 
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Numb r 0£ 
Departures 
1 
0 
l 
5 
0 
5 
:; 
2 , 
1, 
5 
5 
1 
4 , ' 
I+ 
8 
3 
5 
I+ 
3 ., 
1 
3 
6 
1 
a 
4 ., 
'l'ABLE XVI . FIRST -ro· OH RESERVATION TO 
WHICH MIGRANT DE.FAMED 
Area 
In-state 
( ierre & fort Pierre 
(Crow Creek Reservation 
(Rapid City 
(Obey•nne Reservation 
(Pine Ridge heervation 
{Reliance 
( Santee Reservation 
(Standing Rock Reservation 
(Chamberlain 
( Kenneb -C 
( Sisaeton Reservation 
(Oth -r tewns•• 
out-of-state• • ·  
• •  See Table VII . 
• • • S e Table VIII . 
Number 
People 
117 
37 
12 
9 
7 
7 
6 
4 
3 
2. 
2 
2 
l 
as 
52 
of 
l.10 
Percent 
69.24 
31. 62)  
10. 26 )  
?.'9)  
,. 98)  
.5 . 98)  
5. 13) 
3. 41)  
2. 56) 
1.11)  
1 .71 )  
1.71} 
0.;85} 
ai. 36) 
,0.76 
TABLE XVII . SU P�·u:.1.,TAL LI T OF THE HOfHER TO sn 
IN SOUTH D � TO · RICH MIGRANT DEP Rt D 
Other '110W t s. Dak. Other Town, s. Dale-
Belvidere Mitchell 
Oust r Mobridge 
Gettysburg Murdo 
Highmore Oaeoma 
Huron Redfield 
Hot Springs Sioux Falls 
Igloo Springfield 
Holabird Viborg 
Lake Andes Wagner 
�iller 
lll 
TABLE XVIII , SU PL T LIS'l' ·OF TH· "'OUT-OF•.Si1A?.EJ1 
T, NS TO WHICH MIGRANT DEPA!lrED 
Out-of•-state To , U.S. • 
Kansas City I Mo. 
Denver . Colo. 
Farragut, Iow 
Fargo, N . Dak. 
eCloud, Okla. 
Minneapolis , Minn. 
Tina, Mo. 
Chicago , Ill .• 
Sioux City, Iowa 
Ha tings, Nebr. 
Blooming Prairie, iu. 
Pawhttsk , -Okla. 
Busby , Mont. 
Out•of-state Town, U . S • •  
Corona, • ali f .• 
te Fe, N. ex. 
Livingston, M011t. 
Nel igh , Nebr• 
San Jose, Calif. 
Pearsonia, Okla. 
· nocqua, Wis. 
Arlee, M♦nt. 
Ponsford, Mim1. 
Jasper, T .rm. 
Tacoma, Wash. 
Cleveland, Ohio 
Brocktoll , Mont. 
Ogden t Utah 
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!ABLE XIX . PRESENT' RES.IDENCE OF MIGRAN'l SPOUSES 
Location 
Non•resideat of Lo�er Brule 
Out-of •ata te 
In• tate 
eeident of Lower itule 
(Not married. proportion ) 
64 
42 
16 
18 
29 
fetal •· 169 
• these percentages ai-e only of thOse whe are married, 
Percent• 
45.71 
,o.oo 
ll. 43 
12. 86 
